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su;.nm.Y Of TH§ WORl& FOR 1945.19!b
.
S99P1 QF THE 7lQtK
10 HomemakeTS Groups oarry all or portions 'of our county program.
The 10 groups have 52 .. officers and project leaders and have held 103
meetings with an attendance of 1,948. Active members number 250 with
an additional 500 names on the mailing list.
2S meth9d demonstration meetings were held with an attendance
of 545.
621 office calls� 1,871 telephone calls, and 65 home calls were
'recorded;
FOODS AND mJTRITION
,
,-
3,380 quarts of frUits, vegetables, and meats were canned by
adults; and 450 quarts,'by juniors. 43 broadcasts over KTue were made
on the subject of Food and Nutrition.
S5 women improved their' buying habits when purchasing meat and
bread as a result of the training meetings on grading bread and meat.
19 pressure cookers were tested by local leaders as a result of
the tr3i�ing school for local leaders. .
CLOTHING
Adult Clothing
125 women adopted suggestions given as a result of the leaders
training meetings when lines and altering ready-to-l1ear garments 'Were
studied.
Junior Clothing
.
381 articles were made with an estimated saving of $326.43.
Total estimated savings in both clothing and food were �734.00.
25th AJ\1JIVERSARY
A snecial Achievement Day recognizing 25 years of Extension Work
in Pima County was celebrated.by 200 homemakers.
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PRQGRAMFOR HOMEMAKERS GROUP FOR 1946-47
Representatives from the various groups meet with the Home
Demonstration Agent and help to plan the work for the year.
After conferring with specialists and the state leader, a program
is made. At the meeting of the County Council of Homemakers in
Sep�ember, the following program was adopted:
CIDTHING AND TEXTILES:
Fitting garments for the individual
FOOD SELECTION AND PREPARATION:
Purchasing and preparation, also storage of food
FOOD PP�VATION:
Demonstrations on canning
Help in the use of the pressure cooker
HEALTH AND SAFETY:
One meeting each year devoted to health and safety to be em­
phasized at roll call during other months
Problems in pest control
HOI� FURNISHINGS A1ID SURROUNDINGS:
House plans and storage
FAMILY ECONOMICS AND HOME MANAGEMENT:
Part of other projects especially stressing saving time and
energy
RECREA.TIONAL AND COMMUNITY LIFE:
Picnics and other community meetings in June, July, August,
and September
Broadcasts emphasizing food, health, and safety
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES:
Fat salvage and cooperation with Red Cross in Health and
Nutrition program
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Programfor Homemakers Groups for 1946-47, continued
CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEVEJ\,ENT:
All homemakers groups receive the Certificate of Achievement
if they reach the standards accepted by the Pima County Coordinat­
ing Council. These standards are used by all clubs in Arizona.
A copy of th� check sheet is appended to this report.
In 1946 the certificates were awarded to: Amphitheater, Ft.
Lowell, Government Heights, Sahuarita, and Sentinel Peak.
ADULT LEADERSHIP AND rEADERS TRAINING: . ,
Groups select their own leaders although during the latter
part'of the year we tried having, a chairman for the purpose of se�
lecting the demonstration leaders. This seems better than allowing
the entire group to select them. Leaders meet in a central place
usually in Tucson and receive the training from the agent wlnch she
has receive� from the specialist.
In some projects, the specialist meets the groups; and the
agent assists in giving the work to the leaders who in turn take it
back to their groups. Specialists are: Jean Stewart, state leader;
Reva Lincoln, Extension Nutritionist; Lorene Dryden, clothing
speCialist until June, her place taken by Helen Church.
JU]UOR IEnDEHSHIP:
Junior leaders are encouraged, and the ag�nt assists in train­
ing them. They are usually older 4-H club members. Sometimes we
have homemakers who are willing to volunteer. During the school
year, teachers or mothers ac� as leaders, a practice which works out
very well in our communities where transportation is difficult be�
cause of the sparse population. Cooperating agencies are the Pima
County Health Department, which assists in the health projects which
are carried by all clubs; the County Superintendent of Schools, �trs.
P. H. Ross, who gives her cooperation'and support.
�F.AL POLICIES: .
The agent cooperates with all agencies interested in the home
and in defense projects. Some of these are: American Red Cross,
the Group Work of the Council of Social Agencies, and others.
OFFICE DAYS:
.
Saturday morning is save� for 4-H club work during a l�rge por-
tion of the year. Office work requires more time as the work grows.
The weekly radio broadcast has required at least one day per week
for pr�paration plus more time for practice with cooperating
parties.
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Program for Honemakers Groups for 1946-47, continued
COUNTY-WIDE l'lEETINGS:
We have used county-wide meetings for adult and junior lead­
ers so as to save time and travel. Thus far our leaders meetings
have been successful.
(
PROGRPJv! OF WORK FOR THE P!ST YEAR:
The agent asks the following questions before a project is
decided upon:
Will the project be county-wide in scope?
Does the work fill a definite need or is it a passing fancy?
Have we made a proper appraisal of the requests that· have
been· made?
Can the people themselves do much of this work in order to
leave the agent some time for other projects?
Does the request overlap the work of other agencies?
The program for the past year was as follows:
DECEMBER - Christmas meetings with all groups, junior and adult.
Special emphasis upon menus and refreshments to fit the
season as well as the present food situation
JANUARY - Health and safety and selection or 'meat
FEBRUARY - Grading bread and meat in order to improve standards
millCH - 4-H Club Market Day and adu'If clothing
AP,RIL - Clothing storage and bringing the wardrobe up-to-date
MAY - Canning and use of canning equipment
'JUtE, .JULY, AUGUST - Summer recreational meetings and preparation
for 4-H Round-Up
SEPTEMBER - Organization of 4-H clubs and preparation for the
year's work
OCTOBER - Clotr�ng meetings; fit the garment to the ir�ividual
NOVEMBER - Annual Achievement Day and anniversary of 25 years of
work with.proper recognition of leaders
6 '.: .:;
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HOM§lYJmiRS CLUBS
I.lltI: Throughout tbe year
�:. Amphitheater, AJo, Bing�rnpton, EI Rio, Ft. Lowell,
Government Heights, Marana, Sentinel Peak, Sahuarita, and Sopori.
HISTORY & PROGRESS
Homemakers groups were organized in a scattered way early in
1922 when the agent was working in two· counties. Very few groups
were really organized as was the Binghampton Relief Society. ·Other
groups ,rere met in oonnection with our Keep Growing project which
was done in the schools. All parents were invited to come to a.
meeting where we discussed the findings during our study ·of the
children. From this beginning, the agent met some of the leaders;
and gr-oupe were formed later. Some of the earliest ones to be or�
ganized were: Ft. Lowell, Martfna, Amphitheater, and Jaynes.
Form or Organization
Each group is organized as a unit. Representatives from the
groups form the County Coordinating Council. The officers of the
County Homemakers Coordinating Council are as follows:
Mrs. 1. S. Bradley President
Mrs. 1. F. Knox Vice President
Mrs. I'Harguerite Evans Secretary and Treasurer,
The officers or the various groups are:
AJO: Mrs. Char-Les Rasmussen, President
NIrs. Earl Nielsen, Nutrition Chairman
Mrs. John IVlarietti, Clothing Leader
AMPHITHEATER: Mrs. Florence Doty, President
Mrs. Guy Lewers, Vice President
11rs. Lucille Huasmannj Secretary
Mrs. Ruth 1Vinstead, Clothing Leader
iirrs. H. H. freeman, Clothing Leader
Hrs. Ruth -{/instead, Food Leader
r.frs. Ray Garret, Food Leader
Mrs. W. H. Birdsall, Food Leader
EL RIO: Mrs.' Ephran Clark, President
VIrs. Evelyn Winkler, Vice President
Mrs. i'l�ary Comfort, Secretary and Treasurer.
1�s. Pauline Burke, Clothing Leader
Mrs. Rose Carlisle, Clothing Leader.
6
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HOh;MiXPP-S CLUBS, continued
Form of OrganizDtiQn, continued
FT. IPWELL: IiIrS. Virginia Flannegan, President
Mrs. Kenneth Harold, Vice President
r�s. Frank Blacklidge, Secretary
W.tI's. Frank Jordon, Treasurer
Mrs. 1. S. Bradley, Reporter
:Mrs. Hanna Lundberg, Leader of Demonstration
Projects
Mrs. J. Robeson, Food Leader
BINGRAJI.'lPTON: Mrs. Robert Echols, Chairman
Mrs. E. C. Jesperson, Clothing Leader
Mrs. Hattie Martineau, Nutrition Chairman
Mrs. Elizabeth Preston, Food Leader
Uirs. Le Ba.ron Jones, Food Leade'r
.
GO'VERNI,ENT HEIGHTS: iiIrS. Warner Taylor, President
Mrs. A.. N, Hawes, Vice President
!;I!rs. AIva Hough, Secretary
Mrs. 1. F. Knox, Nutrition Leader
I.Irs. J. A.yraud, Publicity Chairman
Urs. A.. N. Hawes, Clothing Leader
Llrs. Mary I. ianstead, Clothing Leader
].lrs. J. H. A�Traud, Food Leader
Urs. A. F.' Knox, Food Leader
MARANA: LIrs. D. A. High, Chad.rman '
SATiUsnrr1: Virs. J. B. 'Buli, President
Mrs. Billie Cooper, Vice President
Mrs. t�arguerite Evans, Secretary and Treasurer
Mrs. Irene Quinton, Clothing Leader
I"ITs. Billie Cooper; Food Leader
SEl'lTINEL PEAK: Mrs. Wilden Frances, President
r.lrs. Lee Long; Vice1President.
I1Ars. w. rlf. Gleeson, Secretary .
Mrs. ArIa Russell, Treasurer
Mrs. C. D. Castell, Clothing Leader
Brs. M. Gleeson, Food Leader
Mrs. F. T',f{' ;J�cLean, Food Leader-�.
SOPORI: liTrs. Nellie Burleson, President
�i1rS • Pablo Amado, S�cretary
7:,
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HOJ�W;�,�A�..s CLUBS, continued
Speci§l Int�rest Grouos
1j 0 is in the Western part at the county which is too far away
for the leaders. to attend meetings. Work with this group is done'
by correspondence. Marana is a women's club which has some special
interests in our program which are met when requested. Amphitheater,
Ft. Lowell, Sahuarita, and Government Heights are well organized and
do all of their work in an organized way. Bingharnpton is organized
as a relief society and does the food and clothing project work, but
they ·are not organized as a homemakers club.
Sentinel Peak and EI Rio are .new groups. Sentinel Peak is com­
posed of working women, and their honemakers meeting is held in the
evening. It is sometimes diffIcult for them to send leaders to our
training meetings. El Rio is a very small group doing organized
work. Sopori became disorganized during the war years and is now
becoming organized as be£ore. T��s is one of our la�gest areas
covered as it is all ranch country. Altar Valley, a former group,
has been combined with Ft. Lowell. "A" Iiount.af.n and National City
have combined with Government Heights as there were ve�J few members
left due to war conditions.
.
Year Book
Our Victory Year.Books are still in use as we had some left over.
These books are used to keep tT�ck of meetings, past and present, and
when well kept make a very good story of the club.
ChristMas Meetings
All groups held the usual turkey dinner with all the fixings with
the oost of the total prorated among the members. A few comments
follow: Sopori had their first Christmas meeting since the War began,
and all enjoyed it to the fullest extent, including the agent. The
Sopori women can carry off one of the highest grades for the best all
around cooking. They also serve in a very attractive w�, usually in
one of the ranoh homes where they have plenty of porch space which is
glassed in and makes a comfortable as well as comnodious place to eat.
Sahuarita-Continental had a well planned menu served in a very at­
tractive way and with a program following. Amphitheater's Christmas
menu is given as an example of all groups since all followed closely sug­
gestions for menu planning for special occasions. The menu was roast
turkey, a 25 pounder, dressing, gravy, mashed potatoes, buttered peas,
cranberry sauce, car-rot stic}cs, fiHed pepper and ce lery sticks, rol1s
and butter, mince pie, coffee, and candy. The gift exchanee, the sing­
ing of carols, and the C�xistmas program are a part of all meetings.
This year the agent Eave each group suggestions for their programs based
,largely upon the idea of teaching world citizenship.
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Hm:EI'W�S CLUBS, continued
Sahuarita Birthday Pa!'ty
Sahuarita homemakers celebrated their ninth birthday on
Saturda.y evening, A.pril 6. This was a. .very enj oyabf,e event. t'!ore
than 70 members of the community attended. The dinner 'Was all
that could be desired, was well prepared, and beautifully served.
Decorations made the school room attractive. The profusion of
flo'wers was worthy of comment as we TL as the tastefully arranged
platters of relishes and other dishes.
The program oonsisted of congratulatory remarks from some of
those who had known the olub throughout the years, also music from
some of the younger members. Later in the evening, games were
played. This is one way the Sahuarita people have of letting the
community know t�y have a homemakers group. Four new members were
added as a result of the birthday party.
Symmer Meetings
The summer of 1946 is. the first year that the majority of clubs
failed to meet during the sUmmer time for recreational meetings •.
Sahuarita and Amphitheater carried on all through the heat •. The
others gave up. Picnics and parties for the entire community con­
stitute the program for summer time. Sahuarita homemakers held
evening meetings'so that the entire community might attend.
Heln Given to Homemakers Groups
The agent talked over with each group the needs for the program
of the year. Conferences with officers and individuals were held.
The conferences and letters to officers are to impress upon them the .
duties which belong to them. She also sends atl the printed matter
available as guides for the officers.
�io Broadcasts'
Homemakers have assisted the agent at times in the weekly
broadcast which dealt largely vlith food pr-ob'Iens , The program in­
cluded fat salvage, health and safety, as well as a discussion of
some of the equipment used in food preparation and food preservation.
Adult Publicity
Each homemakers group has a reporter sometimes elected and
sometimes appointed from month to month. The reporter prepares the
publicity for meetings before they are held and also writes the
9.
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HO� mr �A.KERS CLUBS, continued
Adult Publicity, continued
}1..istory after the group has met. The clippinr,s along with other
material wp..ich helps to give the history of the club is preserved
in a press book. We find these valuable when considerine the
past work of the group.
Ft. Lowell has press books going back to 1923 when they or­
ganized as a co��unity group since we did not have the homemakers
as a county nane until about ten years later. The press grades the
coopleted books when we request it, and this gives some encourage­
ment to the groups.
.
Other A.gencies
The agent has assisted the imerican Red Cross in radio publi­
city for some of their projects. ,We have helped to interest the
homemakers in giving help in all ways possible•. The Youth Agencies
Committee has been attended by the agent., This group is trying to
get a better understanding. of what each group is doing, and they
a�e trying to avoid any duplication of effort.
The Government Bond Sale has been encouraged both with the juni­
ors and adults as a means of teaching thrift. The Cancer Control
Committee and the Crippled Children's Organization have received co­
operation. Work was done with the Fat Salvage Conmittee as fat
salvage has been having a difficult time. Every year the agent has
a number of calls from the local P. T. A.'s who want speakers for
various programs. There are many miscellaneous questions in regard to
climatic conditions and other problems of an individual nature.
lTutrition Com�ittee
The Nutrition Commi, ttee is now headed by !.!rs. A.gnes Krentz with
the former chairmen, IJ1rs. F. C. Lockwood and Ilrs , L. D. Carr, as
advisors.
Pima County Homemakers Council
Representatives from groups of homemakers in Pima County met on
September 19 at the Y. \'1. C. A.. The program for the year was dis­
cussed and adopted. Plans were made for the 25th anniversary of' work
in Pima County. Officers were elected' as given under "Form of
Organization."
10
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HO�,1Er"A1�S ,CLlBS, continued
��nual Conference of Extension �orkers at the University
of Ariz�
The annual conference held at the University of 1rizona from
December 10 to 14, inclusive, 'was the best held so far in the esti­
��tion of the agent. �e received inspiration for future work and
also hed time to work out a number of our projects so they can be
carried in a more satisfactory manner. The 4-H club session was
successful as a number of things 'will be settled in a final vlay.
In the Home Economics sessions, yTe had time to receive help from
the staff as well as to help each other.
Housing Conference
The Housing Conference for the Low altitude counties was held
at the University' of Arizona, October 29 and 30. A great deal of in­
formation was given in regard to the housing outlook. JTany things in
regard to making plans were brought out; and all in all, it was a
very practical and helpful conference to start all on the right road
for future planning.
Country Li�e Conference, June 4-7, 1946
Women were' delighted when they heard we could once more have our
State Conference. During A.pril and ?Tay at all of the homemakers meet­
ings, the Country Life Conference was the chief subject' for discus­
sion. They discussed the best ways to get out a better attendance,
how to make their reports, and how to take their part at the Hostess
Tea for the Country Life Conference.
Hotices were placed in the hands of over 300 ho:nema:%ers and the
preparetion of the-report stressed. Special meetfnss of the groups
were called, and one county meeting stressed plans. Pi.:na County home­
maker-s were hostesses for the acquaintance tea. Five 4-H club girls
'acted as ushers and elevator girls, assisting all in finding t�eir
rooms.
I,IrS. Bess Ruedin and IIIrs. Rachel Davis gave spe cf.a l, readings for
the banquet, and I'Jrs. Richard Bishop Y.1oore gave a book review of Big
Family for the first evening. Forty-eight homemakers from Pima
County attend�d, and all are anxious for next year's conference since
they enjoyed it to the fullest extent.
11
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Rural Homemakers Achievement Day, Hecognizine: T'lJ1enty-Five
Years of Home Demonstration Work in Pima County. November
14, 1946
In preparation for this event, several conferences were held
with the state leader, J<JIiss Jean Stewart. 'I'he program 'was mapped
'out to be printed under the direction of the Extension Servic�.
The agent sent mimeographed letters to 250 homemakers and also to
all club officers asking for nominations for those members who
should.be placed on the Honor Roll. The response Was very good.
However, some names were omitted, as no one thought of them until
after the deadline was passed,
Conferences were held with lilrs. A, S. Bradley, president,
Pima County Homemakers Ccunci.L, Mrs. D, 1.1, Caudill, past president,
and ��s. Agnes Krentz. All of these older workers have been help­
ful in planning our program. The agent conferred with all officers
of groups and answered many phone calls while all were reviewing
the past. Old annual reports, Homemakers and 4-H Club press books,
year,books, pictures, letters, news papers, and memoirs were all'
searched for material to use, in the s'dts given by each club as
they prepared to give the story of the work done during their club
period. Ft. Lowell and Amphitheater" the oldest clubs, organized
for work in 1923 and 1924, gave skits which covered the entire
period of Extension work in their groups,
The most important place on the program was given to the Honor
Roll. Fifteen co��unities were recognized, The 155 names of those
honored because of service given in homemakers and 4-H clubs were
printed on the program. The names were announced, and lovely cor­
sages were presented tO'members by the groups, Later, pictures were
taken of all pr-esent,', Some on the list have moved away; and some
could not be present, but all agreed that the first 25 years of
Extension work in Pima County had been pleasant and profitable ones.
The nominations for a place on the Honor Roll were made by
filling out a questionnaire. Service' given in the group and in the
home were considered with special emphasis upon practices adopted
and passed on to others. I',1embers from the Northern part of the
county often nominated homemakers from the South and vice versa,
'rherefore, it was considered a fair Honor Roll.
The gifts to the agent of a silver pitcher, a covered vege­
table dish, a large "25th Anniversary" birthday cake, and a corsage
all came as a complete surprise, but a very pleasant one,
12
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HO!-!ET:lAKERS CLUBS, continued
�al Hpmemaker�chievement Day, Recognizing Twenty-Five
Years of' Home Demonstration ";lork in Pima County. November
14. 1946, continued
lliss Bertha J. Virmond assisted by Grace Ryan gave interest­
ing reviews of the work of the early part of the 25 years. Homes,
transportation, projects, and recreation were reviewed. The story
of the past was reviewed by means of !!ictures taken by the agent
in Pima County in the early 'days when Health Work and the Keep
Growing Project were important parts of the program.
Over 200 people attended the Achievement Day recognizing 25
years of Home Demonstration Work in Pima. County by the present
agent. The program is appended to this· report.
C ontributions
Homemaker's clubs have contributed toward the 4-H Club T.Iarket.
Day Fund. This proj ect has been adopted as. an annual one by the
older groups. They have also contributed to the Y. U. C. A.
Building Fund, to the Arizona Crippled Children's Fund, and to the
Y. W. C. A. The latter was a gesture of appreciation for the use
of the Y. W. C. A. dining room for a number of our meetings during
the past year. This has been very convenient and has been ap-
preciated.
.
Packages to the Children's Friendship & Gifts Association,
London, England
Homemakers clubs prepared packages for Europe according to .
the letter by Miss B. J. Virmond. These packages 1I'!ere filled with
useful material. One group, Sahuarita, sent a lot of powdered milk
and other like food substances which did not have so much weight.
Nevertheless the postage amounted to over �14. The packages from
other homemakers groups were similar in content. Each homemakers
group participated. A total of 28 full-size papkages were sent.
The 4-H clubs sent 12 or a total of 40 packages from the county.
Home Beautification
As has been our custom during the past years, ·we have em­
phasized our plant exchange during the spring and winter months.
Du.ring the February meetings, Vie exchanged ChrysanthemUf.ls and other
perennial plants; and all were very glad to get them. Along with
this 'work, the agent has given what little help she can in regard
to yard work. The advice of fIr. Harvey Tate has been appreciated.
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Hm.'U:!!:'�rA.EERS CLUBS, continued
Safety Work
Safety work has been a part of our program thrOUg�10ut the
years, not as a major project, but a part of all projects.
Closet Storage
T'llaterial from'the files and a comaer-ci.al, exhibit as weLL as
material from the. agent's home assisted in illustrating this proj­
ect. We discussed how to flake the mosf of every inch of space in
both shelf and storage room. In the kitchen cupboard, improve­
ments were suggested which CQuld be made by adding narrow shelf
spaces for spices and other small articles. Kraft cheese boxes
were used as an example. Racks for holding lids and trays were
shown. Storage was done by the agent in all groups as a brief in...
troduction to the work which might be carried as a project in Home
L�anagement •
5uecial Interest GrouD
The r.ilarana women I s club reque sted the agent to find a
speaker for Arizona Day. The agent held a conference with the
chairman, lirs. W. E. A.nway, in order to decide upon the type of
meeting VJe would hold since this· was to be a meeting where both the
wonen! s club and the school attended. Dr. Robert Forbes was se­
cured to give· the talk which was a splendid one. He contrasted the
agriculture of· Arizona with that of Africa and told the members of
his African experience on the r;iger ·River.
He he.d with him a collection of articles brought back from
Africa and described their use. A.ll '[lere especially interested in
the agricultural Lmp l.euerrt s as ·'Hell as t:le type of vreavi.ng done and
the st;y·le of clothing worn. The hieh school auditorium was we Ll,
filled for the event. The agent pr-ov.i.ded transportation for the
s�eaker, as it is her custom to visit the club a few times during
the year.
�tRte Fair at Phoenix
The agent met with the committee. appointed to prepare an
education exhibit for the State Fair, helped to look up material
and pictures, gave ;;Ir. Craft assistance in looking over the files
in the office of the agent, made trips to Tucson shops for sup­
plies for the exhibit, and also to the Health Department for sta­
tistics. 71e did some work for the 4-H club exhibit, but were not
successful in arousing much enthusiasm.
Evalyn. 1. Bentley
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HOl'El,fAKERS CLUBS, continued
Sel1§ Fair
Mr. E. H. WalkeI', Agricultural Extension worker for the
Papago Indian Reservation, along with r..Ir. Nelson from the Santa
Xavier Reservation, conferred with the agent in regard to grad�
ing the home economics exhibits at the Sells Fair on November 9.
They sent a car for the judges selected by the agent and re­
turned them to their homes.
Those sent were': lIiss Emily I.1cCollough, ?Irs. Elizabeth
I
Hur-Ley , Ilrs , Ada I:Tay Ridgway from the Home Economics Department
of the University of Arizona, along 'with rJrs. Hanna Lundberg,
from the homemakers groups, viith �Jrs. A.gnes Krentz as general
super�ntendent of the judginC. It required about a half day's
vrork after they reached Sells. The jud.;;es vrer-e very much inter­
ested in the quality of the exhibit, and the E'ervice was ap­
preciated b:r the fair officials.
Evalyn A. Bentley
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Nutrition and Health
TIME: All through the year
PLACE; Altar Valley, Amphitheater, Ajo, Bingharnpton" Continen­
tal, El Rio, Ft. Lowell, Government Heights, Marana, Sahuarita,
Sentinel Peak, and Sop'ori.
HISTORY & PROGRE§§
Nutrition has been a major project for 25 years. During the
first decade, no specialist help was available. During the past two
years, Miss Reva Lincoln, specialist, has been with us to assist in
the work. The project includes both food selection and preparation
as well as food preservation.
The health aspect is considered in all projects, both adult and
junior. The work is 'done through.leaders training meetings. The
specialist assists the agent in preparations and gives the work if
she is in the county; if not, the agent ,gives the work to the lead­
ers. There has been some interchange of leaders, one giving the work
to another 'group, by special invitation. We have found this especial­
ly stimulating to the members as well as the leaders. Our work is
planned.to serve the need, especially i� sugar and mea� shortages.
FOOD SELECTION AND PREPARATION
Leaders Training Meeting on Selection of Meat
Preparatipns included one long conference with Reva Lincoln,
specialist, and several shorter ones. In addition, the agent visited
six meat markets in order to find the different grades., Prime was
entirely off the market, there was very little Choice, in fact only
found one piece, and we fotind some Good, but mostly commercial and
utility. The meat. cutter gave me the identical cuts from different
carcasses so we could 1l}ake the comparison. Miss Reva Lincoln helped
with the meeting on January 4, when leaders met at the home of the
agent to study meat and some of the points used in selecting the vari­
ous grades.
We also showed to them the meat which the agent prepared for
freezing at the Freezing School in July, 1945, which had been kept in
the locker. The outline as given in Consumers Speak, as requested by
the American Home Economics Association, was used at the leaders'
meeting as well as with all of the local groups. After discussion the
questionnaires were filled in and returned to headquarters. The women
were pleased with the information gained about meat and gave the work
back to their own groups in a very good w�y.
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FOOD SELECTIOn AND PP.ESERVAXION, continued
Meat Demonstration by Irene Hansen of the National Livestock
and Meat BOard
Miss Hansen came into the office for a special conference in
regard to the work of the Meat Board. The agent also attended her
demonstrations at the University of Arizona. She gave us some very
good teaching on low temperatures for meat and assisted in the
agent's broadcast over KTUC on the one morning she was in Tucson
and again emphasized over the air the importance of low temperatures
for meat cookery.
Establishing Standards in Bread Making
Sixteen leaders ,met with Miss Reva Lincoln and the agent in the
y. W. C. A. on January 30. The topic of their study was Establish­
ing Standards in Bread Making. Mrs. Hanna Lundberg, leader of Ft.
Lowell, demonstrated the correct method of making bread, and Mrs. A.
F. Knox of Government Heights and Mrs. Agnes Krentz and Mrs. J.
Robson demonstrated coffee cakes, orange marmalade rings, and fancy
and plain rolls. Me�bers brought samples of their own bread from
home; and these were graded under the direction of Miss Reva Lincoln,
nutritionist. Leaders returned to their own groups in February and
gave these instructions on bread. The,yprepared the dough from the
beginning, also demonstrated correct method of kneading, allowing to
rise, and illustrated the method of molding the fancy rings, rolls,
and braids.
We held our meeting at the Y. W. C. A. in the dining room and
planned to have time so that some of the variations of bread were
sampled along with a cup of tea. The leaders planned for this bread
and tea in their own meeting with the groups, which made the demon­
stration very popUlar. Preceding our January meeting, the State Office
prepared mimeographed recipes on pink paper for December mailing, and
many enthusiastic reports reached the agent in regard to the pink
recipes sent out for Christmas. The women said the texture of the
bread ..used' in making the Christmas Tree was fine as an angel food
cake when they followed directions exactly.
The women also report that the men are the most enthusiastic mem­
bers of the family over the home-baked products. As one woman said,
.
"My husband is proud to invite his friends in for an evening because
hels sure I will have a bread ring or braid ready for them to eat be­
fore they go home."
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tOaD Sj!IEgTION AND PRE§EItVA'J.'ION,· continued
Establishing StsilDdards in Bread llilaking, continued
Questionnaires given in the Consumer Speaks, as requested by'
the American Home Economics Association, were used in all groups
during their Bread Meeting. This helped to drive home some of the
information given by the leaders. The latter reported that their
bread making meetings were the most enthusiastic ones they have
had for some time on the subject of food. Some new members joined
the club because they heard about bread making in the agentls
broadcast over KTUC and went to the meeting because they were in­
ter�sted and were persuaded that they could learn much from the
group.
I
The bread meetings have met with enthusiastic response to
such an extent that there have been some requests for a county
bread display. where the baked products could be displayed, sampled,
and graded by the public in general if not in, an individual way.
The opportunity came when the women served rerreshments for the
afternoon get-together at the Country Life Conference.
Bread & Punch for Tea at the Country Life Conference
Wednesday afternoon Pima County homemakers were hostesses for
the entire visiting group. They baked variations 'of bread for �he
tea. More than 40 different braids, twists, rings, etc., were pre­
pared, each one large ,enough for many servings. These along with
the punch made the refreshments for a hot afternoon. The bread van­
ished quickly, and the 35 gallons of punch also disappeared, .as the
day was very hot and the women just returned from a tour. The
punch was paid for by the different homemakers groups with their col­
lections taken during'the business period.
Demonstration to 4-H Club Leaders
Saturday morning, January 19, 4-H club leaders met at the Court
House where grading biscuits was demonstrated to the food leaders
present. Biscuits were prepared according to the recipe found in
Arizona Meals the 4-H Way, first year. Biscuits' were also prepared
following the same recipe, but using too much flour, or too much bak­
ing powder, or kneading for a longer period. Leaders were asked to
grade the biscuits and give their reasons just as we expected the
girls to do on our County Achievement Day, which is also our 4-H
Market Day. Miss Reva Lincoln, nutritionist, assisted with the dem­
onstration. The leaders said they had learned a number of things
they did not know before and could do t�e work.of teaching their
girls how to grade biscuits. Our biscuit ring grading, as described
under Biscuit Ring Grading, was satisfactory as a first effort for
both leaders and girls.
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FOOD SEIECTION All[) PRESERVATION, continued
Cooperation with other Agencies - Help to Nutrit10n
Dep§rtment of American Red Cross
Miss Emma Gardner, nutritionist for the Tucson Branch of the
Red Cross, was given special help. Miss Gardner began her work
with the lower grades 'in the Ochoa School and continued it in
other Tucson schools and some of the nearby rural ones. In order
to give help, the agent visited the school and talked to the
children.
Much of the material which the agent prepared for use in
Pima County rural schools for special health teaching was loaned
to Miss Gardner. Among the helps loaned were: "Why t}?e Cow
Jumped Over the Moon," a little toy movie illustrating the teach­
ing of nutrition by means of nursery rhymes. That they made good
use of it in their food lessons as well as in their language was
illustrated by the clever letter which they wrote to the agent.
The agent also gave special help to Miss Keen at the Mansfeld High
School and to Mildred Hardin Ise of Y�rana. Mildred was formerly
a 4-H Club member; and since her marriage, she helps Marana school
by giving nutrition talks.
County Nutrition Committee
Since ��s. F. C. Lockwood and Mrs. L. D. Carr wished to be re­
lieved of the work of the County Committee, the agent spent some
time in searching for a new chairman. 1ws. Agnes Krentz has been
very active in the work of the committee during the past and was
finally persuaded to take the chairmanship. The retiring members
will work with Mrs. Krentz so we hope to have a strong County
Committee.
.
Fat Salvage
The agent has helped in this project all through the war years
as well as dur�ng the present. Help was given to the county chair­
man and local groups contacted and all urged to save fat. We also
discussed the fat situation over the radio. One difficulty is as
one woman expressed it, "You have ta:ught us all through the years,
not to waste anything so we have followed your instructions and use
spare fat in cooking or innaking soap. tr There has also been some
difficulty in collecting the fat as well-as getting it to the col­
lection points.
American Red Cross and Nursery Groups
Red Cross Home Nursing and First Aid have been county projects •.
The American Red Cross has done the work in their field after the
groups are organized. In suburban Tucson, nursery schools have
also needed help from homemakers in order to organize for work.
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FOOD SElECTION AND PRESERVATION, continued
Schgol Lunch
-
The agent gives as much help as possible to this project as
she finds it
..
in reports of more than 20 years ago as one of the
goals - A hot lunch in every school. State and National help have
aided this project, but still we do not have lunches in all
schools. Some of the good lunch projects are in progress at Marana,
"
Amphitheater, Sunnyside, and Flowing Wells. At all of these
schools, the agent has se�n the project grow from one with no equip­
ment to one with a well equipped cafeteria with paid workers in the
four "schools.
-
Others have had good lunches over a period of ye�rs, but not
operating at present� Flowing Wells is our latest project, and all
are, proud of the new lunch which has been doing good work for more
than five years, At Flowing Wel�s, as well as the other cafeterias,
the agent helped to organize t.he project and has been proud to
watch its growth, Work on lunches begins by talking with school
boards, parents and teachers, and sometimes it takes years for the
idea to take root.
Questions about Food Preparation
Many questions have been answered in reg�rd to the correct way
to roast the Christmas turkey. It is difficult to �onvince people
that they can have a delicious turkey roasted by the low-temperature
method. Each one who is convinced makes a good teac�er for others,
"
Many questions have been asked about bread baking since we have
had meetings and broadcasts on the subject. The Cracker Crust pies
have been subject to a number of inquiries. Women have asked how much
to charge for their services when they can chicken for other people.
Perhaps the prize "question came from a man who consumed a lot of time
and prefaced his remarks by saying, "I understand you have taught nu­
trition to children, both Mexican "and Indian as well as English
speaking. You also broadcast about the subject so I thought maybe
you could help me as I want to "learn. fI He I gave me his early, as well
as his present history, and asked me to layout a course so he might
learn what to eat and do it in an intelligent way.
One rancher came .into the office for some detailed information
for making Cheddar cheese. He is living in an isolated section
where they have plenty of milk, but not near a market and, therefore,
does not want to waste any.
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FOOD SElECTION AND PRESERVATrOM, continued
'
Questions about Food Preparation, continued
Some instructions have been given for freezing ice cream with­
out a freezer; that is, by using a gallon pail to hold the ice
cream mixture and freezing by turning it in a tub of cracked ice
and salt. While this is an old, old method, it seemed to be new to
some when it was given over the radio. Cookery of eggs was
included in our program, as some people. report they have plenty of
eggs, but like to know more about the correct cookery.
We have been asked numerous questions from homemakers aQout the
pressure sauce pans and whether or not we gave them the stamp of ap­
proval. The agent has been pleased �o report that from her own ex­
perience we know that they save both time a�d food values.
Broadcasts Over IITUC
Under the subject of "The Consumers t Food Guide," the agent has
given weekly broadcasts at 7:15 a.m. over I�UC during the major por­
tion of the year. The broadcasts have b�en conversational in type.
During the four years, over 150 persons have assisted, some many
times. For subject matter, we have followed the trend of the ques­
tions asked of the agent during the different months.
Some of the subjects have been suggested by printed matter sent
by the United States Department of Agriculture and other agencies in­
terested in food and nutrition. The agent has dealt each week with
special food problems. We have had a question box and have talked
about bread and the new flour, have also emphasized the 4-H club pro­
gram especially t.he girls' part in nutrition. In accordance with the
instructions given at the Phoenix Radio School, we have tried the ad
lib programs. We find these go over very well, but require a vast
amount of practice.
-
.
The following is a brief' outline of the subjects treated:
SDinach and Other Greens, Cooking Turkey at Low Temperature, Cooking
!,leat at Lower Temperatures Including Points on Cooking the Turkey,
Special Recipes for the Holiday Season, Bread and Variations, �alk and
the Diet, Following the Hilky Way, Nutrition Work Among the Spanish­
americans as Done in the Ochoa School, Vitamin A, Sugar in the Diet,
SUGar and Health, What-Substitutes Hay Be Used at the Present Time, A.
Child's Food Has Ifuch to Do with His Gr owbh, !"!eat Cookery, Honey and
Its Uses, Substitute TIeat Dishes, Questions and Ans�vers, Food for a
World at Peace, Fat Sa Lvage , Citrus Fruits, Canning, Picnics, Home
::anasement in Pima Hall, Eat Less, I'Jaste Hone, Food SU9�)ly and Bread,
Food Preparatdone for an Auto Vacatdon, Food for Vacation Trips,
Country Life Conference, Cunner Testing Clinic, and Enereency Dread.
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FQgD §lIECttON AND PRESERVArION, continued
BtotAQa@tg 2yer me, e�ntinued
Some of the helpers were� Mrs. Agnes Krentz, Alberta Etchells,.
Barbara Buckley, Emma Gardner, Patty Bidgood, Ada Mae Ridgeway,
Dorothea Brayman, Dorothy Shirley, l_Catherine Cox, A.lta Ma.rtinson,
Miss Grace Ryan, Miss Revs. Lincoln, and Uiss Jean Stewart.
Radio SCbool at Ph�pix. March 20 to ffu.rch 22
This conrerence conducted by Mr. Kenneth Gapin gave us time to
think about what we are doing and how we are dOing it in our radio
broadoasts. Two days 'of intensive thinking produced some results.
One result i's that we find we need more time for writing and should
take more time in prepa�ing to gi� the actual broadcasts whether it
be \7ritten or ad lib. Since time ie the one factor hardest to obtain,
it. has been found to be the most essential.
.
Help_Qiven by Home Eeonomic Students of the University of
ArizoAA
.
Broadcasts have included talks from'the girls who are nutrition
majors at the Uni�ersity of Arizona and who h�ve been working at-the
Amphitheater Elementary School teaching nutrition to' the boys and
girls. These broadcasts received much favorable comment since the
work was new to so many of the listeners. Elizab�th Hurley and Jean
McClure assisted with this ad lib broadcast. A.nother one was given.
by Janis' Jenkins and Mary McCorkle. The girls also talked about the
work 'at the Home Management House and stressed especially the wo�k in
food preparation and the serving of the meals. This waS a new idea
to a great many, as they did not know we have a Home Management House
at the university.
The agent was assisted by Elizabeth Hurley and Virginia Burris
who have been ,teaching the nutrition classes in the elementary schools.
These nutrition majors told their story very well. Home Management
Time and Money Budgets were discussed by 'Katherine Cox and Isabel Geis.
The broadcasts with University of Arizona students were absolutely ad
lib with an outline and a few words for notes. The university juniors
and seniors did very Viell. With one exception, none had been on the
air ber'ore; but they seemed as much at ease as if they had been on many
times.
The broadcasts describing the management of food and stating that
their cost was about 40¢ per day and about $12 per month brought a
n��ber of fan calls and letters. Listeners wanted to know how it can
be done. The agent spent hours of time on different days in helping
the girls to bring out some of the things they knew so well. Katherine
Cox and Alta Stevenson told something about Pima Hall and its manage­
ment.
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FOOp PRESERVAl'ION:
Presspre Cooker Clinic for Leaders
1 county-wide meeting for leaders was held at the Y. W. C. A.,
April 23. Five homemakers groups sent a total of eleven leaders to
the clinic for pressure cookers. Miss Reva Lincoln, nutritionist,
assisted in giving instruction fOT the clea��ng, care, and use of
the pressure cooker. ·The pressure gauges as well as the safety
valves were tested. Leaders were also taught how to use the equip­
ment. Seven cookers were tested at the Leaders' Clinic, then dates
set for the leaders to give the work in their own groups. As a re­
sult of the four meetings, a total of 19 pressure cookers were
tested. New gauges were recommended for four cooker-a, and one lid
was sent to the factory for repairs._ Four cookers gave a perfect
test. New springs and new bearings were needed by four cookers.
The Pressure Canner Clinic Local Meetings
A Pressure Canner Clinic was held at Sahuarita on May 9 at Mrs.
Cooper's home •. The clinic for Amphitheater was held on May 3, at
the Elementary Amphitheater School, and at Government Heights, May
10, home of Mrs. A. F. Knox. The agent assisted the women by ad­
vertising the meeting by means of the press, over the radio, and by
letters sent to all who had ever shown any interest in any such
clinics. She also spent considerable time in getting the canm.ng
literature distributed at the places where the clinics were to be
-held, made three home visits for this purpose, answered many phone
calls as to the location and time, and stood by to answer questions
which the leaders had in regard to the work.
The results were rather discouraging. .At Sahuarita with Mrs.
Rachel Davis and ttrs. Cooper as leaders, only four cooker lids were
tested. At Government Heights with Mrs. Warner Taylor and Mrs.
Eleanor Struthers, two were tested; but one was not recorded as the
readings were not satisfactory.·· A.t Sentinel Peak :Mrs. Danielson,
Mrs. John Brueger, and Mrs. F. M. McLean found no cookers so did
not hold a meeting.. At Ft. Lowell Mrs. Hanna Lundberg and Mrs. J.
Robson found there was no interest in their community in regard to
testing lids so they did not hold a meeting.
Mrs. Luceille Hussmann and Mrs. Florence Doty tested six at the
Amphitheater School. The leaders did their best to advertise the
clinic, but there was very little interest in any of the communities.
Miss Lincoln made arrangements with a local Fixit Shop so the work
can be carried on in cooperation with the Extension Service. The
latter gives Lnsbructd.on as to the use of equipment. Owners can take
their cookers there and have them tested and repaired if necessary.
This plan is a very satisfactory one.
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FOoD PRFSRVATION, continued
Questtons about Food Preservation
The agent has been asked how to prepare beef and butter for
freezing, how to can lard, and how to make sauerkraut. Some of the
farmers had planted cabbage for market, but'it was damaged in the
severe freezing temperatures and ruined for sale. Therefore, they
thought it best to put it into sauerkraut and requested directions
which the agent gave.
•
Questions about Food and Nut.rition
Questions have related to how to freeze asparagus, how to
make cultured buttermilk, also som� questions about using semi­
tropical fruits. Questions have been asked with regard to canning
all fruits and vegetables, also beef, pork, chicken, tuxkey, and
duck. Women have asked how to make fig preserves, fig jam, how to
ma�e peach preserves, how to can peaches, plums, and other fruit
without sugar, and how to dry peaches in the sun.
L�ny questions have been asked by Tucson women in regard to
canning. Since the gas and the electric stove companies have sent
out- cook books in the past which included oven canning, the women
still cling to canning in the oven. It· is rather difficult to per­
suade them that tIns is not an accepted practice. Tucson women
have asked questions about how to make. cactus jell, how to can
peaches, how to make peach preserves, peach jam, pickled and spiced
peaches and pears, and how to can pork.
One husband asked 'the advisability of giving his wife a very
.large pressure cooker for a present. Since they did not expect to
do very much canning, he was given some information about choosing
a size suitable for the family needs. The agent made trips to the
stores to study materials for home furnishings especially for re­
upholstering.
Questions have been asked about the advantages of using
chlorine for cleaning jars or if boiling in water would be more sat­
isfactory. This last question was also asked at the University in
two or three departments, and I believe all answered that the boil­
ing water would be sufficient and has proven satisfactory throughout
many years of experience by national authorities.
Sahuarita honema'cers asked a conmer-cd.al, demonsbrat.or- some ques­
tions about vegetable cookery. �lhen asked, "lIoY7 Long do you cook
ereen ueas?" he replied, ffTllirty minutes." The nomen Laughed and
said, "They vroul.d be hard as bullets b�' t.hat time. n Then they in­
f'orned him that they had studied veget abl.e cookery.
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UIGt Throughout the year
�: Ajo, Amphitheater, Binghampton, Continental, Ft. Lowell,
Government He3...ghts, Sahuarita, Sopori, El R:io, Sentinel Peak.
HISTpI!.Y & PROGR¥§S
Our first olothing projects in Pima and Santa Cruz counties in
the e.arly 20' s were dress forms and millinery. From those early proj­
ects, we have passed to'construction, remodeling, and selection and
care , "small amount of time has been spent in discussing time saving
in c.onstruetioll - one. of these' being a sewing center where 'all sewing
supplies and equipment are found close together. One result demon­
stration is in progress illustrating this phase of work.
Leaders Training Me'eting, February 27, 1946
In preparation tor �his meeting, conferences with ;,�iss Lorene
. Dryden, clothing specialist, were held, also an all-day work meeting
held on February B. At the Ylork meeting, we prepared shoulder pads as
the subject of the meeting was to be Shoulder �ines. Eighteen leaders
attended the training meeting and then took the work back to their own
groups. .Reports of the work done by the volunteer clothing leaders
were all good.
The homemakers made the shoulder pads and were especially pleased
with the results produced in jackets� A.s one WOf1lan said, "It made my
suit all ov-er so it looks like new just to add the shoulder pads." The
Amphitheater group devised a new method for making pads quickly by using
a quilted material, cutting it in the shape of a diamond, doubling it, �
and adding some extra padding in the fold. This makes a pad which is
quickly made and answers the average purpos� quite well. Four women
were ready to' exhibit at the close· of the month the dresses they had
made by combining two remnants of different colors in making a new dress ,
They said they got their suggestions from the charts. Others have
planned similar garments.
This leaders training meeting was held on October 1, when clothing
leaders from five Pima County homemakers' groups met at the Y. W. C. A.,
North Fifth Avenue, to study problems in clothing the family. The
home demonstration agent, Evalyn Bentley, introduced russ Helen L.
Church, the newly appointed clothing specialist for the Agricultural
Extension Service of the University of Arizona. The theme of the meet­
ing was "Should I Buy It? Does It Fit?"
Evalyn A. Bentley
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Aliering'Readl-To-)1ear Garments, continued
Othel' ,<!uestions asked by Miss Church were: Does it have a label
about shrillkage? Is it cut accurately vtTith the grain line? Is the
amount of fullness ample? Are the seams straight? Are the darts di­
rected to give fullness where needed? Is 'the garment free from
wrinkles caused by strain or pull? Is the waistline at normal place?
Does it have ample seam allowances?
Members corrected the fit of garments during the workshop period.
They altered shoulder and neck lines, skirt seams, and measured skirt
lengths. A yard stick fastened to a block made sure that the measur­
ing stick did not stand on an angle or slant, and the pasteboard guage
insured accurate hem widths. Members gave back the training received
to the October meetings of their groups.
Hisgellaneous Problems
Help has been given in removing stains, iron rust, mildew, fruit
stains especially peaches and neotarines, and ink. Two women wer�
given help in making aprons from old shirts. They reported they had
fallen heir to some very good ones and vrante,d to make the best possible
use of them. Questions ha�e been asked about spot removers for cloth­
ing and furniture, .and many questions about fabrics and selection of
garments.
4-H Club Garment I'.[al-':.ing
The 4-H clubs in Pima County carried garment making as a major
project. A.ll yea.rs from the first to advanced were included, The
agent I s part in the 4-II club clothing program is to train the leaders"
supply material, and give demonstrations. The clothing specialist,
Lorene Dryden, gave help in establishing standards for grading.
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JUNIOR PROJECTS IN 4-H CLUB WORK
1m §heJi¥ Location or 4-H Clubs in Pima County
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Flowing Wel�"· . .f�mphitheaterB� . .) , .. _I,Ft Lowell .
TU���j"" ... �J'Tanque Verd� , � fl ... -'f VI�ightstown
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4-H Clubs in Pima County tor 1945 t<?! 1946:
Continental
Flowing Wells '
Laguna
Sahuarita
Sunnyside
Marana
. Tanque Verde
Wrightstown
Arivaca
Amphitheater
Ft. Lowell
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Garment !Haking, Food Selection and Preparatdon, Food P reserva­
tion, Sealth, and Junior Leadership.
TI!�: Throughout th� year.
PLACE: Continental, Flowing Wells, Laguna, Sahua'rita,
Stmnyside, :.Iarana, Tangue Verde, 'ITrightstovm, Arivaca, Amphitheater,
and Ft. Lowe 11.
HISTORY AIID PROGP.ESe
Pima County has been doing 4-H club work for nearly 25 years.
The Keep Grovdng project� wh�ch is the same as 4�H Club Health only
more intensive, was begun inFima County in January, ;922. Cloth-
ing and Food projects began in 1923. /
-
Clubs are snaller than during war years. Leaders change
often. All are comparatively new and need much help. All clubs
carry publicity, recreation, and song leading as a part of their
project.
Work for 1945 and �
109 different club members we� enrolled
72 completed
72 completed work in clothing
59 completed work in food preparation
3 completed work in food preservat�on
3 completed �ork in Junior Leadership
SOMe members carried more than one project, and a large per­
centage carried both clothing and food.
Thirteen different leaders led projects in the 13 4-H clubs.
Club' LeAder Enrolled Completed-
I.iarana r.ass Jane Bryson 19 15
Wrightstown !.Trs. Inez Johnson 11 11
Laguna Urs. J. !. Shumaker 1 r
Amphitheater firs. Florence D oty 7 1
Tanque Verde T�:rrs • Kathleen Busby a 1
Sunnyside lilrs. Alice Books $ 6
Arivaoa lifrs. Emma Townsend 7 6
Continental Mrs. Cecille Leishman 15 11
FlOWing Wells VII's. Irene Tompkins 20 12
Sahuar:i.ta N1I's. Ruth r.�cKenzie .JJ _g
109 72
The enrollment for 1946 and 1947 equals 143 members.
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JUNIOR PRQJECb§ .N A-II CLUB W®K, continued
Clothing:
Total number of articles
made
Cost of articles
Savings, 'estimated
304
��157 .13
:;.326.43326.4.3
181
207.54 207.54
Food Prep�ration:
Dishes prepared
Savings, estimated
. Canning:
�uarts prep�red, fruits, vege­
tables,. and meat
Savings, estimated
Total estimated savings:
950
475.00 475.QO
ClOOS.97
Help Given Clubs by the Agent
The agent organized all of the clubs. Howeve�, organization is
more simple than it was back in the 20' s because parents demand club
work and help to find leaders. LTany of the leaders are teachers in
the school. Due to ti's.nsportation difficulties, this method has
worked out best for club work since so mar-y boys and girls live in
isolated homes.
- The agent has visited the various clubs a f'ew times during the
year, but cannot visit all of them each month. Help has been given
to the leaders through Saturday morning conferences, evenines, and
other tines by special appointment. Leaders' training meetings
.
have been held, these for the purpose of tl=;acl1ing correct practices
in clothing or food to inexperienced leaders.
IJuch help has been given through correspondence and by demon­
strations to club members who come to the office. Some demonstra­
tions have been given to the clubs, this being necessary on account
of the inexperienced leadership. Our Leaders' Guides are very good,
but they mean yery little to the. untrained leader. Supplies are as­
sembled in the office and sent to ali clubs.
Special letters have bee� written to each president, vice presi­
dent , secretary, reporter, and song leader in order to fully explain
their duties in promoting club activities. It has been necessary
because of lack of time on the part of the agent to do as much cor­
respondence as nece ssar-y, Help has been given to all c Lubg i.n judging.
They were taught to grade their own work so they might be ready to
grade for the county fair.
.
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County and State Records
SumMer and fall are the months when the agent gathers final County
and Sta.te records. This takes much time as the blanks a.re a ouazLe to
the girls. Leaders are on vacation so the agent tries to help, as the
girls need he Ip in reporting work done. Charlotte 'Thurston placed
second in the state in All-Around Best Record in Home Economics proj­
ects, and highest in clothing construction, 'but not in other phases of
the project.
County winners were as follows:
Girls Record - Charlotte Thurston
Food Preparation - Juanita UcDuft
Canning - Lela Davidson
Clothing � Esther Joan Woods
County Dress Revue
1st: Charlotte Thurston
Juanita·HcDuff
Norma Jean Hancock
2nd: 'Tommy lnn Berg
na�r Edwards
Betty I\ieads
A-H Club for Older Girls
The agent has been assisted in organizing this club by Hr. Kenneth
HcKee and �,Iiss Grace Ryan from the Extension staff. 'I'lrl s club uill
stress work simplification and better methods in home projects. Two
neetinEs have been he Ld thus far as they wer-e organized in october, 1946.
Leaders Training lIeetings
Thirteen leader training meetings Viere held - these for routine
training in projects. IIiss Rev3. Lincoln, nutritionist, assisted with
one meeting when leaders were trained to grade biscuitsa
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JUNIOR PROJECTS IN 4-H CLUB WORK, continued
County Awards to 4-H Clubs'
Best 111 Around 4-H Club and Best Leader
The award for the best all around 4-H Club in Pima County
tor 1945 to 1946 went to Flowing Wells Pins and Needles Club.
This cup bas been hotly contested for during the past 20 years or
more and is awarded according to the points on the score card
which follows tl:9-s paragraph. The presentation of the cup with
the name, "Flowing Wells," engraved thereon was a surprise to the
300 parents, children, members, and friends who attended the
program on local lchievement Day.
SCORE CARD FOR THE BEST ALL AROUND 4-H CLUB IN PIMA COUNTY
Workmanship, clothing, and Food Preparation------------------6Q%
, -
Interest and Activity of club members, influence on the
community, song .leading, meetings, and programs---------lo%
Press Book and Publicit,.--------------------------------�-..---2o%
,
Difficulties in Leadership-----------------------------------1Q%
(Number of different years of club work in the
.
____
groups, etc.) Total Score 100%
This· club also stood highest in publicity for the year 19�-
1945 and would have won again in 1945-1946 had it not been for the
fact that no club is allowed to win both cups in one year, a� these
cups were given by Tucson businessmen for the purpose of encourag­
�ng club work. The leader, Mrs. Irene Tompkins, of Flowing Wells,
also received the jewel leadership pin. Only five leaders in
Arizona during the year are given this award. Therefore, it is an
award of recognition for excellent work. The county 4-H chairman,
Mrs. Agnes Krentz, the 4-H Sta.te Leader, Mr. Kenneth McKee, and
other friends of club work help in deciding upon the awards for the
best all around club as well as the best all around leader.
4-H Publicity Award
The 4-H Club Colwnn in the Arizona Daily Star has been
maintained for more than 20 years in the week end edition. All 4-H
clubs· had reporters who gather the news ot their club, school, and
community, write it out in their own words, and send 'it to the
agent. The news is typed and taken to the newspaper o�rice on
Friday. The Star prints it just as the child writes it, and many
people find it interesting.
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_OR PROJECTS IN 4-H CLUB WORK, continued
County Mw;ds to 4-H Clubs, continued
4-H Publicity Award, continued
Letters of commendation have been received by the mem­
bers and b.J the agent trom visiting literary persons who were at­
tracted by the originality ot the column. Even during the war
years wben paper was very hard to get, tne Star has given space
whenever it has been possible to work it in.
The publicity silver trophy cup was won by Arivaca this past
year. the agent presented the cup in person; and membEn-s and
parents were much thrilled, tor this was the first time the honor
had gone to Arivaca. The members of the press assist in deciding
where the award shall go. They said of Arivaca, "That is a good
little outfit. They Uve 65 miles from Tucson/where there is not
much news, but they dig up every bit of it and send it in every
week and on time." They used the following score card when grad­
ing press books:
SCORE C&RD FOR PUBLICITY
Lead: Kipling's Formula (What, Where, When, Why,. & Who)-----35%
(Correct initials and correct spelling of all
names ot people and places.)
Good English: Clear, complete, and natural for the age
of the writer---------------------------------2o%
Regularity: Every week, on time, neatness of copy, and
legibility--------------------�-----------------15%
Press Book: All items clipped from the newspaper, dated,
and marked with the·name of the paper along
with other features, pictures, etc.------------�
Total Score 100%
AWArds to Leaders for Long-Time Semce
The agent has presented certificates of recognition tor
leadership to the following leaders: Mrs. Ernestine Cage, Ajo,
seven years of leadership; Mrs. Cecille Leishman, Continental, 11
years. The two leaders have not given all of their service in
Pima County.
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JUNIQR PROJECTS IN 4-H CLUB WORK, continued
AWArds to Leaders for Long-Time Service, continued
.
.
Mrs. ignes Krentz, who has been a 4-H club leader and is
our present ·count,. chairman of 4-H club work, has served more
than 15 years in Pima County. The certificates and pins which
go with them pay a very nice compliment tor the work done. The
attractive little gold clover leaf pin has a tiny jewel center
to denote the term of service.
Contact With Former 4-H Club Members
The agent. tries to keep in touch with tormer promine·nt mem­
bers in order to keep informed as to their progress. Lorraine
.
Kitchen bas been a grade school teacher in the Los Angeles
schools, is now married, and during the war she said she served
her country by taking care ot her children and spending her spare
time building houses with her own hands for those who needed them.
Gloria Apodoca has worked as an aid on transports. Her duties
were to look after the food or the sick soldiers. She says, "Atr
4-H club training in food has been a help to me �very day."
Eleanor Moreno has worked as a secretary in Washington, D. C.
and other localities where needed. Celia Shumaker is in college in
LOs Angeles and expects to go to India when she graduates as a social
worker where she will use her 4-H club knowledge as well as her
college training.
.
Pauline Bonnelli is married, and her husband says she is a very
good eook and knows how to manage money. Frances Watkins served her
country as a WAVE and is now home demonstration agent in Soccoro
County, New Mexico. Former 4-H club leaders are also welcome visi­
tors to the office, and their letters are appreciated as we enjoy
knowing where these splendid workers are serving.
Special Programs - Chris�mas
Since nearly all of the 4-H club members were busy with holiday
plans, the agent helped th:em to enjoy Santa Claus. Mr. Carmack, of
Sears Roebuck & Company, very kindly loaned Mr. George Carberry, who
acted as Santa Claus. By request of the agent, he accepted the invi­
tation to visit the Sahuarita-Continental, Sopori, and Arivaca 4-H
clubs. He was obliging and stopped to speak to everyone on the way
and wish them a Merry Christmas.
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BOR PROJECTS IN 4-H CLUB WORK, continued
Special Programs - Chri{!tmas, continued
. He talked in a very encouraging and kindly way to the boys
and 'girls. The Sopori school te�chers and perents came over to
Arivaca tor the formal program of the day.' Parents, friends, and
pupils all attended; and a.very lovely program with a Spanish ac­
cent was carried through with Santa Claus distributing the treat.
Since many of the boys and girls along this southern route had
never seen Santa before, they were overjoyed to see bim in his coa­
tume. Santa expressed to them, "I am simply representing the per­
son of good-will to all the world," and impressed upon them that he
wanted them to remember that fact. Some of them called him "Good­
will," a very nice name. The four schools visited have invited
Santa to come early in 19461
Summer Clubs
, Charlotte Thurston organized a club to take the food and cloth­
ing. Seven members enrolled. Mrs. Arthur Meikle also had seven
members in food and clothing. These members will complete later in
the year or early in 1947, as the girls are all young and work
rather slowly.
Arivaca Boosters, girls under ten, worked all summer. Under
the guidance of Mrs-. Townsend and Mrs. Ruggles, they completed a
very attractive quilt.
Summer Camp at Geronimo
Letters were sent to all girls of camp age acquainting them with
the benefits to be derived from the camp. Four girls-attended.
Council Social Agencies
This council consists of all agencies in Tucson and Pima County
who are working with young people. Therefore the home demonstration
,agent is a member. A special meeting was called for the purpose of
discussing publicity as it relates to the program of the work in
various fields. Since they discus�ed the status and nature of our
present 4-H Club Column, the agent attended the special meeting
�alled tor ��y 22. This meeting was attended by 16 persons includ­
ing Mrs. Etta Ruggles and Mrs. Emma Townsend, 4-H club leaders from
Arivaca.
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JUNIOR PROJECTS IN 4-H CLUB WORK, continued
Coupcil Social Agencies, continued
.. number ot questions were asked of the 4-H club workers in
regard to the preparation and maintaining of a publici�y column.
Mrs. Townsend explained how helpful bad been the publicity notes
which the agent uses for 4-H club members. A number ot the lead­
ers present asked that a copy of these notes be sent to them
after they had examined a copy which was f'ound in the Arivaca
press book which was on display. All agencies decided that more
publicity is necessary tor any project. A copy of the publicity
notes is appended to this �eport.
Cooperation of' County Superintendent of Schools
The agent held conferences with Mrs. P. H. Ross, superinten­
dent of oounty schools, in regard to 4-H c�ub work. ·Mrs. Ross is
in favor ot 4-H club work, but realizes that teachers already have
a tull schedule; and she also realizes that the school is the only
place where many communities can have a 4-H club due to transporta­
tion diffieulties.
4-H Round-Up
Office time during part ot July and August was spent in arous­
ing enthusiasm in the 4-H Round-Up to be held at the uni.versity,
September 3 to 6. Announcements were sent to all girls in regard
to participation in the Dress Revue•. Special letters were written,
phone calls made, and office conferences held with girls eligible
to participate in the events. Home visits were also made. Letters
were sent to all members acquainting them with the program tor the
Round-Up.
The agent made several visits to the home of Charlotte
Thurston. filss Grace Ryan, the 4-H speCialist, accompanied the
agent on some ot the tripQ. We were helping Charlotte to get her
records in shape for presentation in the best all around record con­
test. We also gave Charlotte some special help in clothing problems
and helped her to check her own work.
Demonstration teams tor the Round-Up were visited. The Flowing
Wells girls were met soon after the County Fair in the spring when
they were gi�en suggestions on how to improve their demonstration.
At one ot the visits made, Mr� Soso from Chile, who is Minister of
Agriculture there, and Dr. Zimmerman of the Graduate School, Greely,
Colorado, accompanied the agent. Both were interested in teaching
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'DmIOR PROJECTS IN 4-H CLUB WORK, continued
4-8 Round-Up, continued
home and farm projects to boys and girls. Their visit proved
stimulating to the girls as well as to the agent.
Teams from Sunnyside and Flowing Wells were given help as
they were winners at the County Fair. Both or these groups were
assisted at various times during the summer in order to keep
the 'demonstration in their minds and to acquaint them with the
method used in judging demonstrations. Here again the State 4-H
Leader and 4-H Specialist gave valuable help. Eleanor Dobias
and Betty Harris were selected to give the Junior team demonstra­
tion. They, as well as their helpers, spent much time in prepa­
ration.
The 4-H Round-Up broadcast was assisted by finding members to
participate', as requested by Mr. McKee. These were Frances Watkins,
former 4-H member, Eleanor Dobias, Betty Harris, and Joan Woods.
The broadcast was not given because of the postponement of the Round­
Up. However, Eleanor Dobias assisted the age_nt on the Dinner
Bell Hour.
The work done will not all be lost, and yet much will have to
be done over again in June when we hope it will be possible to hold
our first State Round-Up since the beginning ?f the war.
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JUNIOR PROJECTS IN 4-H CLUB WORK, continued
4-H Local Aghi$)vement Days
Each club holds a local achievement day, and all in 'the com­
munity are invited to attend. This is for the club and the com­
munity, and the agent is not always present. She does help the
'leader and the members to make plans tor their program and exhibit.
Certificates of Achievement are given to leaders and also to mem­
bers. Pins for each year are awarded to the members who have
earned them by completing their work and sending in their reports.
,
,
All clubs hold local achievement days, and these are a stimu­
lating factor in encouraging club work. The articles made with the
ribbons won add to the interest and also the educational value of
the day. Flowing Wells Pins and Needles Club had an attendance of
300, the highest local attendance for the year. When there are
special awards to be presented to the clubs, the agent presents
these assisted by members from the State Office when it is possible
to secure them.
�llustrative Material for 4-H Clubs
Throughout the years, the, agent has built up a small supply of
models. However, she did not have duplicates for, loaning to lead­
ers. During the past summer, Mr. Kenneth'McKee, State 4-H Club
Leader, arranged for Miss Grace Ryan, who is assisting as club spe­
Cialist, to help with this work•. The models-are appreciated by
leaders as well as by the agent.
'
4-H Junior Leadership
All older 4-H club girls are urged to carry the project of
junior ,leadership. Leaders are the greatest need in 4·H Club work,
especially leaders who have had some training. However, it/is dif­
ficult to find girls who will give the time during vacation season.
If they want to enter a national contest, extra projects carried
will bring them extra points while leadership carries very little on
the national score card. We have used the older girls as junior
leaders in the main club as they can assist the first year, and second
year girls in clothing or food preparation. This is a great help to
the club leader and also prepares the girls for leadership.
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� _OR PROJECTS IN 4-H CLUB IORK, continued
County 4-H Olub FAir Be I§rket DaY, March 30. 1946, continued
All or these workers gave us help and advice as well as assist­
ing in the actual work Qr the County Fair. We conferred with Mr.
Young several times in regard to the best use ot the auditorium and
gave some --speCial help to the older 4-H club girls in preparing for
special events. Both boys and girls or Wrightstown were g1ven help
which they requested for their speci$l number in singing. In
'preparation tor the County Fair, a window exhibit was prepared to '
illustrate, the work which the clubs are doing. Articl$s were soli­
c:i.ted, and the window was given publicity through the press and
the radio. Many favorable comments were made, as it was an inter­
esting exhibit.
The agent visited. the 4-H clubs during March and -assisted in
whatever work seemed most urge,nt for the Fair. On March 29, Miss
Virmond and Miss Ryan "gave additional assist�nce in decorating the
stage ot the auditorium for the, clothing which was to be placed
there. Both of these workers gave help before and during the Revue
Fair which was appreCiated. Seventy-two girls exhibited 230 arti­
cles in elothing and food. One hundred ten dollars was distributed
in defense stamps as awards. The Arizona Flour Mills also gave an
award ot 10 pounds of flour to each or the 40 girls who entered food
for the County Fair exhibit. Each girl was given a note stating she
was entitled to the award, and she visited the mill and received
the flour•
.
Ul clothing was graded on March 23 in the Superior Court Room
of the Court House by 22 leaders and older girls under the leader­
ship of the home demonstration agent. Grading was done according to
the Danish system, since by this method the proper grade can be given
on every article worthy of consideration. Red, blue, and white rib­
bons were pinned � the older club members who assisted while the
grading was done by leaders, home economists, and friends of 4-H
Club work.
) .
The following people assisted in grading: Jean Hancock, Mrs.
Edith E. Wilson, Mrs. Agnes Krentz, Charlotte Thurston, Irene Campos,
Mrs. Kathleen Busby, Gene Genzer, Mrs. J. Nannie McDuff, Mrs. Inez W.
Johnson, Lela DaVidson, Mrs. C. McKenzie, Mrs. C. Leishman, Miss Jane
Bryson, Mrs. C. J. Tompkins, Jr., Joan Woods, Betty Joan,Harris,
Eleanor Dobias, Mrs. Emma lItfae Townsend,' Juanita McDufr, Mrs. Sarah
Itzweire, Mrs. A.. Books, and Mrs. Ray Kindred.
The food was graded by home economists from different schools on
March 30. The exhibits of food and clothing were both very attrac­
tive, and the Dress Revue participated in by a large number of the
girls exhi9iting received favorable comment.
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JUNIOR PROJECTS IN 4-H CLUB WORK, continued
County 4-H Club Fair Be Market Day. March 30. 1946
In preparations for the d�, a conference was held early in
January at the Chamber of Commerce with Mr. Donald Bell, O. w.
Dishaw, and the agent present•. Plans and a place to hold the
event were discussed. A larger conference was called tor January
21 which met in the Jury Room ot the Court House to decide the
place or meeting, .and also to decide upon some of the rules for
the day. Those attending- were Mrs. Agnes Krentz, County Chairman
ot 4-H Clubs, ��s. C. J. Tompkins, Jr., Mr. Glenn Blackledge, ��.
O. W. llishaw, Mr. John Dayton, the agent, with Charlotte Thurston
and Naurice Koonce representing the 4-H club members. The place
decided upon was later sold, and another group of conferences and
field trips were necessary before a place was found.
.
.Mr. Joe Young, superintendent of the Sarford Junior High
School, kindly offered the auditorium and grounds for the County
Fair and Market Day. The girlsl work and the Boys' Safety proj­
ects were displayed in the auditorium. The livestock exhibits were
displayed in the yard of the school.
The month of March was devoted largely to 4-H club work and
preparations for the County Fair. The agent gave.those groups who
were persuaded to try demonstrations some assistance. She suggested
demonstration subjects and sent the girls and leaders subject matter
and illustrative material for the demonstration. No attempt was
made to teach the girls how to give a formal demonstration, as we
spent our time urging them to do something and show their method of
teaching the subject chosen.
It was also difficult to persuade the girls to enter the
Biscuit Ring Judging. Both girls and leaders had to be urged in or­
der to enter, as they thought it was going to be something very dif­
fioult. Mrs. Oth� Books kindly volunteered to make the biscuits for
the ring. Arter the girls had partiCipated, they thought it was a
lot or tun. The same holds true with their demonstrations. Arter it
was over, they felt it had been a lot of benefit to them and it also
had given them much pleasure.
We held, oonferences with all leaders about special problems in
4-H club work and those relating to the Fair. Conferences were held
with Mr. Kenneth McKee, Mr. O. W. Dishaw, Miss Jean Stewart, Miss
Lorene Dryden, Miss Reva Lincoln, Miss Grace Ryan, Miss B. J. Virmond,
and Mrs. Agnes Krentz.
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JUNIOH PROJECTS IN 4-H CLUB WORK, continued
County 4-H Club Fair &: hrket Day, March 30. 1946, continued
All girls who had made dresses or aprons took part in the Dress
Revue. They appeared on the platform by clubs and were introduced'
by their leaders. They were graded according to workmanship as well
as appearance.
Those winning high score were: Charlotte Thurston, Flowing
Wells; Joan Woods, Flowing Wells; Betty Kartchner, Sahuarita; Juanita.
MCDuff, Marana; Tommie Ann Berg, Sunnyside; Lela Davidson, Sunnyside;
and Norma Jean Hancock, Sunnyside.
Mr. John Kraft, acting photographer for the Extension Servioe,
f�led to take piotures of the exhibit because he did not bring his
photo lights, but tried to take some of the groups after the Dress
Review. Since this is the first Achievement Day we have been able to
hold since 1942, the girls and leaders were new at the work, but en­
joyed it very much. The program-consisted of some brief talks, intro­
duction of the state staff, the demonstrations, biscuit judging ring,
study of the exhibits, singing contests, lunch in Armor,y Park, a movie,
and the Dress Review. Press Books were exhibited. Those winning first
place were: Arivaca, rlowing Wells, and Continental. The press does
the final judging, and the name is engraved upon the Silver Trophy Cup.
Demonstration Teams
The clothing demonstration winning first place was given by 12
girls from Sunnyside who formed a live-color wheel, beautiful as well
as convincing that they knew how to form their colors. Norma Jean
Hancock is given credit for the originality of the demonstration.
Flowing Wells won second place in color demonstration and tbird in food.
I
Clubs gave demonstrations as follows·: Sunnyside, Color Wheel;
Flowing Wells, Color Wheel; Marana, Posture & Dress; Flowing Wells,
Basic Seven in Food; and Marana, Menu Planning•. Food posters from
Wrightstown' won first place.
Bisouit Ring Grading
The following girls placed high-in grading: Patsy Smedley,
Flowing Wells, 100%; Gene Genzer, Flowing Wells, 100%; Mary Davis,
Flowing Wells, 100%; Adrienne Rubin, Flowing Wells, 85%; Lela Davidson,
Sunnyside, 98%; and Jean Hancook, Sunnyside, 95%.
 
ACHIEVEMENT DAY PROGRAM
Place: J:ast. ,Annex TrlnIt)'
Presbyterian Obureh
Date: November 14, ItM8
Time: 10:30 A.M.
* * *
MORNING PROGRAM
�.A.S.Brad�y,PreU�
Welcome __ __ Mrs. Warner Taylor
The Story of the Past in Pletures .
...... · __ .•.Miss Evalyn A. Bentley
:tntroductlon&-
Members of the Honol" Roll
Special Guests
launeheon and $oelal Period
AFTERNOON�PROGRAM
.:_.�. 1). M. OaucH:ll,. Presiding
_ng.-4'Jlon1en\akers" Acblevement Day"
8eaJth TbrOugb the y�
De... in 'tee.eb1Pg lIealt:Q.
l(ttp Gro�
Posture Pb
StIttt _- · ••_-.t$' IIomemaker Groups
OOJDRJNr.rIES-(Continued)
T.,ue VertJe-(Oonttnued)
Mrs. t,qcite Perkins
Mrs. Osste Barkley
Mrs. Howard Smith
Mrs. M. L. Burton
Mrs. John H8.1e
Mr�. Alma D•. Sortomme
Mrs. A.run
Mrs. Alice Smith
Mrs. Hazel P. Ja.ckson
l'4rs. Hilda Stagg '.
Mrs. Anna Adams
Mrs. A. T. Poor
.
Mrs. L. E. Stearns
Mrs. Alma MulUns
Mrs. G. W. Lyerly
*_Mrs., �. �ferly
* Deceased
I-B Leaclen
l\Irs. Agnes Krentz, -Chakman of
4-H County Oounc1l (22 years
,
as chairman and leader)
ldre. Plorence BateJlulb
i'4fss Esta Trotter
lv1rs. Lorena Winstead
Mrs. Genevieve Ramo
Mrs. EvangeUne- tJrquldes
Mis.Lutle W1lson
Mrs. Perd Itzweire
Mrs. Ruth Reed DoWDa
·Mrs. O. J. Tompkins
Mrs. Cecile Leishman
. Mrs. Edna Shumaker
','
Cooperators Who Haft
Contributed Much to Qae
Success '� the PrOll'Ul.
Miss Mable de Gomez
M1ss M1nD1e O. Benson
Miss Kate Van Buatlrk
·Mrs. Annie Daniels
·Mrs. Constance SmIth
Mrs. P. H. Roll
Star and 01tize1i News'Porce
Tucson Physicians and Dentists
(
\ 1�
J
"AU Mountain
Mrs. Bonnie Heller
Mrs. Florence Mowrer "i
Altar Valley
·Mrs. W. O. Spaulding
Mrs. Nedra Van Camp
Mrs. Mil<h'ed Terry
Mrs. Eleanot Stl'Utbe�
l\Il'-$. Matton .McBride
Mrs. :aoxte l\Qa<:h
lVlr8� 't4&Y It••ne¥
1\k$.- 01U� _., 'lIUl
*lVtrs. Rate1 De.1l.
Avra Del Sol
Mrs. Ed Nagei
Mrs. J. a, Williams
Amphitheater
Mrs. W. H. Birdsall
Mrs. Nell Lewers
MTS. Roxey PoUlter
Mrs. Florence l)oty
Mrs. Helen Wetmore
Mrs. Ruth Winstea.d
Mrs. A. V. SinCla,lt
Mrs. l.ieota llouchet
Mrs. Bert Xim�n
Mrs. �U$. 'Fal1'iss
*$. ZelIa. Vennilllon
Mrs. Ruth Adams
Mrs. W. a, Wick
Mrs. It. T. Prt�
Mrs. Rub, Thomas
Ml'&. Inez Oluu1d1er
Nl'S. Ray G.rret ' ,
l\b's. Lucille llU8sman
-�
HONOR ROLL
Selected for Recognition by the
Pima County Rural Homemakers
COMMUNITIES
"'1\
Amphltheater-(Oontlnued)
-Mrs. John Hunts
-Mrs. Dave Wilkerson
Biqbamptoll
Mrs. Estella Eva_
Mrs. Laura Hardy
Mrs. L. Hts.mbothan
Ml'S. lsaun; Abe.
Mrs. Louise l)one
�. l4$' J�rson
��.Qanion
l\lr8. uncia. Yotmg
� Mattie MartIneau
Mrs. Bobert Eeh&la
Elapire
:Mrs. B. L. Hitch
Mrs. A.. W. Austin
Mrs. B. B. Th\U'ber
*Mrs. O. It. !fan,
FI()� Welfs
Mrs. J. 4. X>obias
'Fort Lowen
Mrs. Ada 1Vlc)Oornltclt
Ml'$. Maud Jol'dOll
Ml's. 'Lee BfO'Wn
¥l'$. 'W� .1. Lusby
Ml'S. Amlle Dan
Ml'$. A. S.•ra.(l1ey
Ml'8. l4ary Ga.t1pn·
Mrs. Mabel �"e
Mrs. P. !Sl�e
1\0'$• .Anti. .'Jve$�t
�L P. O. 8arold .
Mts. \te� POlaakl
Mr$. Helen -eett
Fort LoweU-(Oontinued)
Mrs. Grace Guegold
Mrs. Norah Moore
Mrs. Bert Hyatt
Mrs. W. Eo .Jackson
Mrs. Robert Kiel
Mrs. Maude Gibson
Mrs. lIaDna LQndberg
Mrs• .I. C. JdUDhert
Mrs� O. le. stauffer
-M'n. D. O. Jones
-Mrs. Oeorae Andrian
Ji:�
GOVeJ,"IUQeat .etall..
Mr•• A. P. KDox
Mrs. Warner Ta710r
�.P.J.AJ�
Mrs. A. N� Ha\Ves
1\0'$. Lota ondn'an
)Its. C� T. Moreno
Mfs. 'l••. Soo'
Mrs-. il'to�ce Boehne
I$'S. Mary WiDstoiUl
Mrs. At B. A4br
MrIs. a., ClYde
�.rl Bfeke1
*l\frs. T-ed Nason
Sa)'DeS
Mrs. T. W� Parlsb
MrL Charlotte Wad1�l'
.... 'Wil1Ia.n\ WId.
AII'$. lpla. 'W.. LUCkett
.........
�. OtPb. 4awCf
l\M..$.Q.�
Sahuarita-ContlneJdal
Mrs. Mary Lane
MI'8. Hazel Jones
Mrs. Ewing Jones
Mrs. Rachel !)avla
Mrs. Nora Davls
Mrs. R.Uby tMsbaw
Mrs. BllJIe L. oooper
lira. J. a. Bqll
Mrs. l\(aI'per1te BvaDa
Mrs. OJ7de 0eID_
:ura. Homer Obatt...
Mm. Oame Hale
.....
�. VIrainla :a.mson
:Mrs. Pearl Clark .
1\4rL Jenble- $IJeI1eet
Mts. All1t$ �
)Il'S. Neme Lai»laitte­
Mrs. Cathe.ryne Caeaneaa
Mrs.. V.tnOn a.�
Sumuttid.
Mrs. :e. 0.· W.atTdns
Mrs-. QeGl"ge' l\tenzle
l\4rS. Stella Nolan
MrS. �MUes
Mrs. EleatlW KJadja
Mrs••• M. Bale
1\(1'8. aU-beth NlehOl$
�V"'6
Mrs.]). 1\1. �
M1'$. O. VI. W_f>nerJlr$. �.....t. .r�w
Md.Hariy'_
l\Cs. Ierrr �
ACHIEVEMENT DAY
Program Chairman � Mrs. A. S. Bradley
Hostesses •...�.�, Sahuarita Homemakers
Song L�ader , Mrs. Nell Lewers
PIMA COUNTY
RURAL HOMEMAKERS COUNCIL
,OFFICERS - 1946 - 47
President _, �� Mrs. A. S. Bradley
Vice-President.: "'r»" ••••••� •••••••�:••••••••••Mrs. A. F. Knox
Secretary-Treasurer Mrs. Marguerite Evans
PAST PRESIDENTS
"t·
Mrs. W. G. Spaulding
Mrs. D. M. Caudill
-Mrs. ·M. M. Hale
Mrs. W. H. Birdsall
CooPER4TIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
lGRICULTUBE &If) HOME ECONOMICS
State of Ari20na
Third Floor Court' House
Tucson
University ot Arizona
CoUege of Agriculture
U.S.Department or Agriculture
And Pima County Cooperating
igricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County &gent Work
.
September 6, 1946
Memo to Homemakers' Presidents:
lL meeting or the officers of the various homemakers' groups is being
called by .$. l., S. 'Bradley, ohairman of the 1'1ma County Homemakers' Council,
and the home demonstration agent. We shall meet at the Y. W. C. l. on North
tilth lvenue �n tb$ Indian Room at 1:30 p.m., Thursday, �ptember 19. It all
will be prompt� we should be tht-ough in good time.
,
Some or ,the things that will come before us are the plans tor the comitlg
year- and a disoussion in regard to how we Can organize our work to better ad­
vantage $0 as to: be ready tor a Country Lite Conference in 1947. We also need
to make plans tor 25 years ot bome demonstration work in Pima Count)". This
should be a grand cel.bration.
Your press books a�tracted considerable attention at the C'ountry Life
Conterenc;e eXhibit. ,Now we have 'a call from Graham County to borrow them. It
10U will bring yb� pre.s book to the council meeting on September 19, Miss
Stewart will take it to Graham County the next day, let the women examine it,
and return to me t� next day. I feel sure your books will be safe with this
plan. I <10 not want to have any ot them lost.
We would also like to send Graham County homemakers a tew of your Victory
Yearbook for Homemakers' Clubs, two or three books from each group which have
been· well filled out. If they happen to be very neat all right, but if not,
just to shp" them that we really use them. Some counties do not. In fact, some
of our members do not.
I will be very glad .to �ee you again on Thursday, September 19.
E1B:LMS
c�Ordia�Z· /J�/I� ,t� yn �. 13ent1eyHome . monstration ,Agent
P. S. I haft not called all of the offioers in beoause I do not have a com­
'plete list. I:r YOU feel that some of them should be there, please notify them.
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION lfCl\K
IN
AGRICULTORB AND HOME ECONOMICS
State ot Arizona
Third Floor Court House
Tucson·
University ot Arizona
College ot �iculture
U.S.Department ot Agriculture
A.nd Pima County Coope:r:ating
Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County It.gent Work
September 19, 1946
Dear Leaders:
Clothing leaders will meet at the I. W. C. A., North Fifth Avenue,
Tuesday, October 1, at 10:30. We meet in ,the Dining Room and should be
all through by 3*30. .
You Will have an opportunity to meet the new Clothing Specialist,
Miss Helen Church. Please bring with you your lunch and
1. Sewi� equipment such as needles, thread, selsBors, and tape measure
2. 1 garment that needs alteration or fitting in some way as:
(a) Shoulder seams too long' or too short
(b) Sleeves that twis:t; or are uncomfortable
(0) Neckline too large or not becoming
(d) Side seams not properly placed
(e) Skirt too loose at the hips, or skirt hangs too much in r�ont
(f) Any other fault you may find in one of your own garments or
that some member objects to in her dress. Bring her and the I
dress to the meeting.
We are going to begin to study correct fitting, and I am sure all or
you will enj oy the meeting.
I'll be glad to meet you again atter our long silence.
Cordially
your�, fJL-rl,'Evalyn A BentleyHome De nstration Agent .EAB:U6
COoPERtLTIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
State ot Arizona
Tbird Floor Court House
Tucson
University Qf Arizona
College ot Agriculture
U.S.Department of Agriculture
And Pima ?ounty Cooperating
Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
September 27, 1946
Dear Worker:
On our 25th anniversary, November 14, in the Annex of the Preabyter1an
Church, North Fourth A.venue, we want to honor some of our splendid worke:rs.
We should include 4-H as well as other leaders. You are requested to send
to me the ,;names you would suggest. These will be printed as our Honor Ro.ll
on the program and must be in this ofrice on or before October 10. It
takes time to get printing done!
.
In choosing persons, oonsider the years ot service. Roughly speaking
we might begin with about five years, but need ndt be exact it service has
been exceptionally good. In our ohoice, we 'should stress service given in
our group work and alsQ those who have worked to make the home a better one.
Those named for the Honor Roll may have held office, been a leader, or, a
good homemaker and through her home practices has helped others. Dontt ror­
get to mail so I' 11 receive your nominations by October 10.
Just write your names here and return with this letter and my signature
in the enclosed selt-addressed envelope.
.
EAB:LMS
Ene.
Names tor the Honor Roll: (Please give correct initials or first name)
COOPERATIVE rgTENSION WORK
IN
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
State of 'Arizona
Third Floor Court House
Tucson
Un1�ersity of Arizona
College or Agriculture
U.S.Department or Agriculture
And Pima C�ty Cooperating
Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County 1gent Work
Dear Homemaker:
You are cordially invited to attend our County- Achievement Day. program
on Thursday, November 14, when we honor those members who have given. service
during the past 25. years of home demonstration work in Pima County. The
celebration will be held in the Annex of the Presbyterian Church, North
Fourth Avenue.
The program will begin at 10:30 a.m. with registration. Later as part
of the program, we will announce the names of all those who have been chosen
for our Honor Roll. This recognition has been made by the homemakers of
Pima County. We have missed a number of names, I am sure, so I am asking
each group to make a record of those members who have been outstanding for
servtee given in the group or in their homes during the past years. Services
which are recognized by a number of people should be correct. Perhaps these
names may be given recognition next year or whatever time is decided upon by
the groups.
Pictures of the groups will be t,akell, and we will spend some time re­
vievting the past years of work. Each member will bring her own lunch with
Sahuarita, the hostess club, providing the beverage. Bring your own cup.
Each club has been asked to give a skit showing something about the work
they have done, in the past as well as the present, but ue will have no ex­
hibit of work done as in former years sinoe we are spending our time in re­
newing old aoquaintances and making new ones. Please come and invite others
to attend .•
Cordially yours,
E&B:US
t:�t.� C, Il� 1/t�Eval �. Bentl/Y�"';Yi 01Home�monstration Agent ,
�
gLPFYL HIm FQR PUBLICITY
"I keep Bix honest serving me�
They taught Ine all I know,
Their names are What and Where, and When,
bd Why and How and Who."
Begin the news story by telling what the story is .aboub; The opening para­
graph or "Leld. is the most important part of the news story•.
Tell the reader the nature or the event, the persons and things concerned,
time, place, cause and results, -answer the questions, what, who, whe,n, where,
wb1) and how.
1.. Tell your whole story in the opening paragraph, omitting unimportant parts
ot the stor),. every·non..essential word, phrase, or sentence •.
2.. Start your article with a "punch." YOUl" readers' are not as interested in
JOur story as you are, so you will have to catch your :reade:rfs attention in the
opening sentence.
3. turn your story upside-down if necessary to, bring out the mo,st important fact
first.
POINTS to KEEP IN MIND·
1. Tell your story simply and naturally. Make it brief, clear, and accurate,
eliminating non-eseential words, phrases, sentences, and paragraphs,.
2. Tell the whole story brietly in the opening paragl"aph. (See Kipling's i,or-
mula for news writing.),
3. Play up important det,ails in the first group of words.
4. Tell the biggest thing in the speech or meeting.
5. Fi� out the thing that is differe.nt �nd use it dirrerently�
6. Forget the order in which t�e events happened. Write them up in your story
in the order ot their news value •.
7. Watch names and titles to see that they are spelled correctly.
S. Never be content with getting your story almost right; get it exactly right.
WHAT THE EDITOR WANT§
1. Names spelled correctly with first name or initials.,
2. All facts c�rrect and unnecessary details eliminated,.
3. Copy in earl,._
4. Cop, clean - it any corrections are made, rec()PY'.
�. Name of writer; age, and grade.
THE CQf4MANDMENTS FOR PUBLICITY CHAIRM4N
1. Be acourate.
2. Know all the facts.
3. Make your story brief, clear, and. interesting.
4. Put punch into it.
5. Tell the whole story in the first place Or sentence.
6. Don't be af'raid to let a man tell part of the story in his own words;
use quotations.
7. To misspell a man,' s name or omit his middle initial is to insult him.
S. Have your oopY' clean; that is, use ,good grammar, spelling, & punctuation.
9. Use your brains and your dictionary. .
10. Get your story in on time.
SLIPHOD HOLLOW
(An example of poorely written stuff)
We don't look for much more good weather. &!most everybody is ready for
winter.
Jess Constalk was out on the mountain not lo� since.
DOse Harper Was here on business Saturday.
James Crawford is back.
Harry Lee is on the sick list'.
Sorry to lose Brot-her and Sister Williams from, the community;
Constable S�iver was over here on an arresting trip. He is a light weight, a
bantam, but never'the..less has the sand.
It is the conaensus or opinion that Ed Ballard should be well pleased with ,the
sentence be drew. '
We are sorry to bear o,f the illness or Mrs. Mary Hill.
People here liked Mrs. Clara Garnett and will miss her.
Friends of Ernest Powers wish him happy married life.
. I have a pair of white pigs tor sale, good ones.
The all day services at North Cre,ek were well attended and all report a splendid
program. Several persons gave interesting talks.
(Following is a sample of a good story. Study the facts given, their
arrangement, and the style of v(riting.)
Setting its third 100% attendance mark, the Clover township nutrition project
group met Friday, May 2, at the home of Mrs. George Arneas. The lesson subject
was ttNutrition of the Growing Child," led by Evalyn Bentley, home demonstra-
tion agent.
That plenty of milk and rest are essential for growth was clearly demonstra­
ted by the growth records of five children whose mothers are project members.
Three of these children gained in weight by using a quart of milk daily, instead
of a pint. Two of them have learned to like milk, while the third is eating his
quart in custards, milk soups, cottage cheese,' creamed vegetables, am on cere­
als. Mrs. Robert Smith reported a steady gain of one-half pound a month in her
-3-
two boys; John, 7, and 10m, 9, due to resting ·15 minutes before meals and going
to bed at 7:30 instead ot 8:30.
The $wnmary of members reports shows that 16 homes aJli 48 in(iivlduals ,have
adopted new food practic�s as a result of projects work. Thirty-five individu­
als are using greens three times a week; 42 are using adequate amounts of milk;
.31 are using two high-iron foods daily, such as, Spinach, dried fruits or
�egumes, eggs , liver, whole grains, and 'iiaked or steamed potatoes; while 37 are
using raw fruits and vegetables daily to insure a good supply of vitamins and
minerals.
A strong, ·active community interest in better nutrition has been created
by the project as shown' by the fs.ot that hot lunches are now being served to
pupUs at the local school. Simple equipment was provided by the group members
who also enlisted the cooperation of the teacher. All members are eager for
the remaining lessons o,r the nutrition prcjecb,
WRITING FOR llEWSPA..�ERS
.....
'
. "�----"-
Always have the besf interests for your community or your club at heart, and
seek to find stories that will help to boost its ,velfare. Never write anything
that will harm any member of the community. Be honest and fair.
The ABC I s of the news writing are: t.Aec,uracy," "Brevity, ft. and "Clearness. tr
Tell the truth and verify every statement to make sure that it i.s absolutely
correct. Never guess at anything. If in doubt and can't get the facts, donl't
write the storyu See that all facts, names, and dates in the story are
absolutely correct� Have the story written cl.early so that it is impossible for
.
readers to mistake the meaning. Make the story as brief as possible, but include
taets.
Stick to facts. If there are opl.nl.ons to be expressed, the editor will ex­
press them in the editorial columns. The news columns are for news, not opinions.
It you have difficulty in writing sentences correctly, punctuating, using
capitals, selecting the right words, etc .... , get an elementary grammar or English
composition book and study it carefullys Always keep a dictionary at hand for
reference; if you are in doubt as to the correct spelling of a word, consult the
dictionary, and above meaning or don't use the word.
Study your stories after they are printed to see if the editor made any
changes. Try to make future stories conform to the style used by the editor when
he changed the story. Read stories other than your own, and study the way they
are written., Be regular and prompt in sending in your stories. The paper has to
go to press at a certain time, and stories should be in Vlell ahead of that time.
It the editor is depending on you to send in a story, he doesn't like to be dis­
appointed. When preparing publicity for the press, leave about two inches at the
top of the first page so they may write their own title. One and one-half inch
margins are desirable. The following are simple but good books for reporters to
have: News Writing for Home Demonstration Reporters, by Harold L. Harris;
Pamphlet No. 25, price lO¢--Agricultural Extension Service, University Farm, St.
Paul, Minnesota.
.
Univernty ot lriz()ua
Oollege of Agrioulture
tJ.8.Dep$rtBl$nt of Agricultut-e
And Pilla COUllty COOperating
COOPIPlftIVll:rrENsIOH WORK
1.
lGRICULTUR'I lMD HO. ECONOMICS
Agricultural Extension Service
Home DemollStration Work
County Agent Work
Dear SecretaI7:
-The ottice of seo�etary is important. You can help
tp make tout meetings interesting it you will assign
something tor' the members to say or do at, each roU
call instead ot just saying "present." Announce at the
meeting what the roll caU suggestion tor the next
meeting will be, tor'instance a quotation, a reyme, a
tact about Arizona or Pima Oounty, anything you can
think of. This will help the reporter to put something
different i� her notes.
We at-e sending to you a Secretary's Book. It is
best to keep your minutes on other paper and then coW
1;hem neatly in the book because this should be something
to which you can refer in later years. Of course the
president, as well as the' secretary, should sign. the
minutes of each meeting.
I wish you every ,success in your meetings.
Sincerely yours,
Eva�::4fl�
Home Demonstration &gent I
,
E4B:UJS
Er.i.C.
COOPmAflYE EXTENSION WOlK
IN
lGRICULTUftE AND Hore ECONOMICS
State of Arizona
third Floor Court House
Tucson
UDiversity of Arizona
College ot Agriculture
tJ.S.Department ot A.griculture
And Pima County Coop�rating
Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Agent
County Agent Work
Dear Vice-President:
tour office is quite important because you should
be ready at all times to fill. the place of the pres.ide'nt
it sbe asks you to do so, or if she is absent. The
president abould in t�n give the vice-president a chance
to preside sometime so she: will �et a chance to practice'.
Both the president and vice-president should be
familiar with the rules of parliamentary procedure and
With tbe regular procedure ot business. Iou will rind
this in a number of your bulletins. Don't torget that
the 4-li Club pledge should be repeated at meetings.
Perhaps you can borrow the president's copy of the IJRules
or Parliamentary' Lawn which we sent her so that you will
be familiar with it.
Just remember that s,ometimes those who stand ready
". U
'
to till in in ease of need are just as important as some
others. Do everything to make yo,ur' club a success and
help the other officers all you can.' By doing this, you
will be a real help to the president.
i::2:2/1.�Eval�. Be'ntleyHome Demonstration Agent
EAB:US
COOPERrtlVE EXTENSION WORK
IN
lGRICtn::rtmE AND HOS ECONOP.uCS
State ot Arizona
Third Floor Court House
Tucson
Univeraity or Arizona
College or Agriculture
U.s.D'Partment ot Agriculture
And Pima County Cooper.ting
Agricultural Extension Service
Home Demonstration Work
County Agent Work
Dear Reporter:
Do the very best you Can to make your notes interesting and get them
to this ottice by Thursday each week if possible. The Star asks us to
type them and- have them in their hands before Friday noon. To do this,
they must reach this office betore Friday because the mail oftentimes is
very late.
.
•
I
. I hope allot the members in your club have an opportunity to read
the 4-H column. It would be a good idea tor one member to -bring a copy
ot the paper and put _ it up on the bulletin board or some place where all
can read it. As you read, see if' you are getting a good picture ot what .
that club is doing. Sometimes we have notes from a club, and there is
never a mention of 4-H club work. We really want to mow just what you
are doing in your projects. The tact that people went visiting or went to
town, unless you tell something about it, is not so interesting. We are
enclosing some Hints tor Writing PubliCity which will help you if you
study them closely.
Another job tor the reporter' is to keep a press book. I do not
mean that the reporter must do all the work. Get a committee to help you
to-get the olippings. Paste the clippings in a special scrap book for'
your- club and mark with the date and also the name of the paper from which
you clipped them. I have one very nice 4-H club press book which I will-be
glad to show you 1£ you happen to be in the office some Saturday morning.
We are enclosing some franked envelopes for you to use. Be sure the
letter With my signature on it is enclosed. When you get down to yom­
last envelope, or the next to the last, let us mow; and we will send you
some more.
I wish you every success in your work as 4-H club reporter and will
be glad to help you in any way I can.
ElB:lJI3
Ene.
Sincerely yours,
f:;f;;:l:B�
Home Demonstration Agent �
COOPERAtIVE Erl'ENSION WORK
IN'
lGRICUI:rURE AND HOE ECONOMICS
State or Arizona
Tbird Floor court House
Tucson
Universit7 of Arizona
'College ot 19r1culture
U.s.Department ot 4gric�t�e
... l'ima County Cooperating
&.crieultur'al Extension Service
Home Demonstration Agent
County Agent Work
Deat- President:
.
It is some honor to be chosen as preaident of a 4-H
Olub. Do your best to make your club the winning one. You
can do this by reading everything you can find about 4-H
Club .ork and then putting it into practice.
Don' t torget to ha� your club repeat the pledge. It
takes only a very short time to repeat this and should' be
rep&ated often enough so that the members mow it well.
They also need to know some ot the good 4-H ,Club songs, as
".11 as the national Ornes, so be sure that your song leader
has time to do some ot this at your meetings.
This Primer _ot Parliamentary Law contains the simple
. things which should be observed in a Jneeting; and if you
can follow the thing,s laid down in this little bulletin,
.
lOU will be able to conduct a meeting very well any place.
I wish you every success in your ottice as president,
and. I hope that it there is anything I can do to help you
that you will let- me know.
Si,ncerely yours,
�::B�
Home Demonstration &gent f
EAB:LP.S
Enc.
PROGRAM
TI-..IIRD COUNTRY LIFE CONFERENCE
OF
ARIZONA WOMEN
SPONSORED BY THE
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON
June 4, 5 I 6, 7 I 1 946
NOTES
"TODAY'S HOME 13UI�.DS TOMORROW'S WORLD"
I believe my home is sacred; a place where.Iove, faith, hope
and devotion have their beginning; where each has his rights
respected by others; where joys and blessings, sorrows and
disappointments are shared in common; where God is re­
vered and honored, fellowmen respected and love is law.
I believe it is my duty to live up to the best that is in me to
attain this, to fear things unworthy, to conquer difficulties by
daring to attempt them, to be a companion as well as coun­
selor to my family, and to teach and live, love of home, coun­
try, fellowmen and God. -'- Official State Creed of North
Dakota.
Program
TUESDAY, JUNE 4
P.M.
4:00 Registration . .
Miss Bertha Virmond in Charge
Gila Hall
Assisted by Miss Mariel Hopkins, Miss Evalyn A. Bentley, and
Senior 4-lJ Club Girls of Pima County
Group Singing
Women's Building
East Dining Hall
. . Patio Gila Hall
Stewart, Presiding
.Mr. Hugh Dickerson, Directing
4:30 Swimming
6:00 Dinner
7 :30 General Assembly
Miss Jean M.
Meet Your Director of Extension, Charles U. Pickrell, and the
Dean of the College of Agriculture, Paul S. Burgess
"The Big Family" . . . . . Bellamy Partridge
Reviewed by Mrs. Richard Bishop Moore
WEDNESJ)AY, JUNE 5
A.M.
7: 00 Breakfast. East Dining Hall
8: 30 General Assembly. Lower Floor of Women's Building
Mrs. Isabell Pace, Presiding
Group Singing Mr. Samuel Fain, Directing
Invocation Rev. Maurice G. Ballenger
"A Modern University" . Dr. Alfred S. Atkinson
President of the
University of Arizona
Introductions
County Reports
Exhibits
10: 15-10:30 Recess
10:30 "Our Relations with
Latin-American Countries" Dr. Russell C. Ewing
"Arizona Folklore" Miss Frances Gillmor
P.M.
12:00 Lunch East Dining Hall,
12:45 Homemakers on the Air . Mrs. Maude Longwell, in Charge
12:45 Films on travel and general information will be shown in the
Visual Aids Bureau, lower floor of the Administration Building,
from 12:45, to 1:45 P.M. (Air cooled)
Mrs. Venice M. Lindsay in Charge
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 5
PLAN YOUR OWN PROGRAM
_
Your afternoon is your own. A number of tours have been
planned. Select from the list below and' sigh the Tour .Book in
the lobby of Gila, Hall.
•
Trip Reservations -. Mrs. Bernice Cannedy in Charge
1:00 Visit Exhibits . . Lower Floor of Women's Building
Miss Grace Ryan in Charge
2:00 Tour of University farm Mr. Walter Armer in Charge
2:00 Tour of Campus to Study Plants and Trees Mr. Harvey Tate
in' Charge
2:00 Tour of the School of Home Economics Department, Depart­
ment of Human Nutrition, and Offices of the Agricultural
Extension Service Miss M3ldeline Barley in Charge
2:00 Southwest Museum (on Campus) . Miss Ruth Cook in Charge
2:00 A Visit to Mission San Xavier. Miss Muriel Hopkins in Charge
(A donation of 25 cents is requested by the Mission)
4:30 Tea Gila Hall
Pima County Homemakers, Hostesses
6:30 Dinner East Dining Hall
6:30 Council Dinner. . . . . Faculty Dining Hall
Mrs. Logan Brimhall, Graham Comity Council President,
Presiding
For Active and Past Chairmen of Homemakers' Club and Active
and Past Chairmen of. County Committees
8: 00 An Evening of Fun
Grand March
Lower Floor of Women's Building
Mr. N. J. Steverson in Charge
9:00 The Observatory Will Be Open For Those Interested
Dr. Paul D. Jose, Director of Steward Observatory
THURSDAY, JUNE 6
A.M.
7: 00, Breakfast East Dining Room
8:00 Visit Exhibits Lower Floor of Women's Building
8: 30 General Assembly . Lower Floor of Women's Building
Miss Margaret Billingsley, Presiding
Group Singing . . Mrs. Hugh Dickerson, Directing
"The Home in a Community" Mr. Andre M. Faure
10: 15-10:30 Recess
10:.30 "Planning a House to Fit Your Family" . Mrs. Mildred Jensen
P.M.
12:00 Luncheon East Dining Hall
Luncheon 4-H Club Leaders . . Faculty Dining Hall
Mr. Kenneth L. McKee, Presiding
12: 45 Hompmakers on the Air . Mrs. Maude Longwell in Charge
12:45· Films on travel and general information will be shown in the
Visual Aids Bureau, lower floor of the Administration Building,
. from 12:45 to 1:45 P.M. (Air Cooled)
Mrs. Venice M. Lindsay in Charge
2: 00 A Housing Tour . . Miss Lorene Dryden in Charge
Cars will leave Gila Hall promptly at 2 �oo p. m.
Interesting Tucson houses will be shown by Mr. Arthur T.
Brown, Mr. Frederick A. Eastman, and Mr. Gordon M. Luepke,
Architects. '
4:45 Swimming Women's Building
7:00 Banquet. . . . . . . East Dining Hall
Mrs. Eva Grant Kuschel, Cochise County, Presiding
A.M.
7: 00 Breakfast
FRIDAY, JUNE 7
East Dining Hall
WHOIS WHO ON THE 'PROGRAM
MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY AND STAFF OF TliE UNlVERSITY OF AluZONA
Dr. Alfred S. Atkinson, President of the University of Arizona
Dr. Paul S. Burgess, Dean of the College of Agriculture
Dr. Russell C. Ewing, Assistant Professor of History
Mr. Samuel Fain, Assistant Professor of Music, Band
Miss Frances Gillmor, Associate Professor of English
Mrs. Mildred n. Jensen, Assistant Professor of Home Economics
Dr. Paul D. Jose, Associate Professor of Astronomy
Mrs. Venice M. Lindsay, Manager,'Visual Aids Bureau
Mr. N. J. Steverson, Assistant Professor of Physical Education for
Men
Mrs. Clara Lee Tanner, Assistant Professor of Anthropology
Miss Mary Adele Wood, Assistant Professor of Institutional Man­
agement, and Director of Dining Hall
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE
Mr. Walter Armer, Extension Specialist in Animal Husbandry
Miss Madeline Barley, Home Demonstration Agent,
Cochise County
Miss Evalyn A. Bentley, Home Demonstration Agent,
Pima County
,
Miss Margaret Billingsley, Home Demonstration Agent,
Graham and Greenlee Counties
Mrs. Bernice Cannedy, Home Demonstration Agent,
Navajo. and Apache Counties
Miss Lorene Dryden, Extension Specialist in Clothing
Mr. Donald Hitch, Acting Specialistin Irrigation
Miss Mariel Hopkins, Home Demonstration Agent, Yuma County
Miss Reva Lincoln, Extension Nutritionist
Mr. Kenneth L. McKee, State Leader, 4-H Club Work
Mrs. Isabell Pace, Home Demonstration Agent, Maricopa County
Mr. Charles U. Pickrell, Director
Miss Grace Ryan, Extension Specialist in Home Economics
Miss Jean M. Stewart, State Leader, Home Demonstration Work
Mr. Harvey F. Tate, Extension Horticulturist .
Miss Bertha J. Virmond, Home Demonstration Agent at Large
PARTICIPATING VISITORS
Rev. Maurice G. Ballenger, University Methodist Church, Tucson
Mrs. Logan Brimhall, Graham County Council. President
Mr. Arthur T. Brown, Architect, Tucson
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Dickerson, Tucson
Mr. Frederick A. Eastman, Architect, Tucson
Mr. Andre M. Faure, Executive Secretary, Tucson Regional Plan,
Tucson
Mrs. Eva Grant Kuschel, Stewart Homemakers' Club, Willcox
Mrs. Maude Longwell, Women's Editor, Arizona Farmer, Phoenix
Mr. Gordon M. Luepke, Architect, Tucson
Mrs. Richard" Bishop Moore, Tucson
EXHIBITS
HEALTH
Mottled Teeth: An exhibit of educational material, arranged by
Howard V. Smith, Associate Professor of Agricultural Chem­
istry, University of Arizona. It depicts the work of Dr. Margaret
Cammack Smith, former Nutrition Chemist, Agricultural Ex­
periment Station, in tracing damage to teeth from fluorine in
domestic water, supplemented by the findings of Mr. Smith re­
garding the control of 'the situation by use of filters. - Also, a
study of the number of cavities in the teeth of Tucson school
children in relation to the level of fluorine in the drinking water.
Tuberculosis: A progress report of incidence of tuberculosis in
Arizona and the nation, with suggested methods of public
health control. Data compiled by Rose S. Ernsberger.,Consult­
ant Nurse, Tuberculosis Control Division, State Department of
Health. Exhibit material by Miss Parkhurst of the Arizona Anti­
Tuberculosis Association.
Home Nursing: A display of the part which Home Nursing
courses can play in teaching. Home Care of the Sick.
Safety: A display 'of materials stressing Safety in the Home.
Materials supplied by Mrs. Mildred Elliott, Director of Nursing
Service, Tucson Chapter, American Red Cross.
Cancer Control: A display indicating the progress made by Ari­
zona as an active participant in the National Educational Pro­
gram of the American Cancer Society. Materials contributed
by Mrs. T. A. Hartgraves, State Commander, Arizona Division,
American Cancer Society.
'
,
CLOTHING
Plastics in Your Wardrobe-A display of fabrics and high-fashion
cottons to indicate textile trends.
Courtesy of Ernest Stewart, National Cotton Council of America.
Sewing Equipment-Mrs. Guy Lewers, Amphitheatre Homemak­
ers, Tucson,
FOOD
.Food and Famine-Exhibit arranged by Dr. Jessie Rannels, Head
.
of Home Economics Department, Arizona State College,
Tempe. Loaned through courtesy of Arizona Nutrition Council.
PRESS BOOKS
Pima County 4-H Clubs' and Adult Homemaker dubs' publicity.
_ Establishing Standards in Bread :Making, January 30,
1946. Mr·s. A. F. Knox, Government Heights Homemakers
Club, showing her fancy rolls and orange marmalade ring.
 
1942 wan
ed to help along the war effort. They
chose to knit watch caps for the Navy.
That's a tpugh job f.or beginners, but
they did it well. This year's scrap
and bond drives were just as success­
ful. Thi$ year, as last yep.r, .they won
Pima county publicity contest.
Last year the club stood highest in 'the
county for points won.
That's the way things h�:tn when
Mrs. Tompkins gets her 4-H gl-rls to­
gether. Interesting projects tuned
to the needs and of the
members,a
operation de:l,eI4)pEld, to
gree.
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
sions.· ,
The first member
word that she will
round-up is Adrienne
Flowing Wells Pins and
Club.
 
 
 
 
 
game
its head at
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Anyone who
that rearing a
painful business
there to hear
Moore, Tucson
highlights of Bella:rrlLY;
humorously phjilo�iOp.hi<:l
Big Family."
(Please Turn
San Xavier with
a tour of the Home
Dept. of Human
E:x:teI1Sicm offices with
County
agent; a trip to
M·tlSe111m on the cam­
'Cook, h.d.a, from
an excursion over
area,
project were Vl�:ltett�·,
tects Arthur T.
Eastman, Ginger
Leupke were
phases of UAV>.A..... U
orientation, form
getting the
In order
ap�ce,
atlractions,
LindSay's
films on
in the Visual
and their help to take bows
and accept thanks, f-or the marvelous
food provided.
General Assemblies
Highlights of the June 5 assembly,conducted by Isabell Pace, MaricopaC'ounty h. d. a., were reports of Rur­
al Homemaker. Club activities in
various counties since the last Coun­
try Life Conference, before the war.
The reports described-besides the
familiar homemaking projects-can­
teen work, Red Cross sewing and
knitting, nutrition, public health, andchild welfare projects. They added
up to an absorbing series, which will
be �ted here and there on Ari-
zona---varmer pages. ,
The same session included an ad­
dress, "Our Relations with Latin­
American Countries," 'by Dr. RussellC. Ewing, assistant professor of his­
tory; a colorful review of Arizona
folklore and its relationship withfamiliar Old Country myths, byFrances Gillmor, associate professor'of English. Miss Gilmor is author of
several books on Southwestern sub­
jects, and associated with the Univer­
of English.
Exhibits Aplenty
Exhibits, presided over by Grace
Ryan, extension ho�e econo�cs spe­
cialist, included subjects which have
attracted increasing attention and
work on the part of Rural Home­
makers. An exhibit on mottled teeth,
alTangeci by Howard V. Smith, a&so-­
Mrioultural chem-
-supplies.
Arizona NUtlltlC)1l �lljOll1nl�U��; e:lr:lUIl.-;jit stressed famine
booth the LKIU1IlLe-Z'e1l1eI
sented in copies of Arizona Farmer,opened to the women's pages.
.
Publicity-minded Pimans had an
exhibit of pressbooks, presenting
newspaper and magazine histories of
4-H and Rural Homemaker Club ac­
tivities. Other exhibits emphasizedtuberculosis and cancer control, homenursing, safety, clothing and food.
Don't be misled by this array ofplanned sights and activities. Each
guest· was advised upon arrival to
"plan her own program
'
If shechose to skip a tour, in favor of a
shopping expedition, a dip in the pool,or a coupe of hours' sheer relaxa­
tion, that's what .she did.
'Every:botly 'was: happy everY' min­ute of the Conference. That's why138 voices swelled' into' one Irresls­tibe request for another get-together'of rural 'Women next year. That'swhy, before the last lag.gard guestdeparted from Gila Hall, plans were
already going forward for a Coun­
try Life Conference of 1947.
 
 
 
 
In the oenter, Pima County exhibit at the State Fair,
November, 1946
Charlotte Thursto�surrounded by some of her clothing projects.
Dress Revue Girls, County 4-H Club Day, March 30, 1946.
Sahuarita homemakers, Bread variations for Tea at Country Life
Conference
Government J�eights & Amphitheater homemakers, Bread variations for
Country Li£e Conference Tea.
Ft. LovTell..;homemakers, Bread variations for Country Life Conference
Tea ..
Pima County women at Country Life Conference, June, 1946.
Sahuarita homemakers'
stunt at County Day rec­
oenizing 25 years of Ex­
tension rlork. Sahuarita
gave a burlesque in
prder to -emphasize some
of the things whi.ch are
said about homemakers.
Ft. Lowell homemakers in a Sy�t showing the various types of work
done by the women during the past 25 years with emphasis upon s�hool
lunch, �ar work, and clothing.
Amphitheater homemakers in stunt given to illllEtrate clothing 25
years ago, 25th anniversary celebration.
1anque Verde honor
members, 25th a��iver­
sary celebration
Homema�ers examining Group press books for 1946, 25th a��iversary
celebration.
Arn!?hitheater, three gen­
�rations in Homemakers'
't'10rk, r:'Irs. Helen Wetmore,
former 4-H Club leader
and homemaker, with her
daughter, Dorothy, and
granddaughter, at 25th
anniversary celebration.
I,:xs. L1ay Keeney, honor
member, Altar Valley, at
25th anniversary cele­
bration.
Amnbitheater homemaker
Ho�or Roll members,
25th Anniversary
Celebration
Sopori homemaker Honor
Roll members, 25th
A.nniversary
Celebration
Sahual"ita homemaker Honor Roll members 25th AnniversaeyCelebration. . ,
Ft. Lowell....homemaker Honor Roll members, 25th Anniversary Celebration.
L
Binghampton home­
maker honor members,
25th Anmiversary
Celebration
Government Heights
homemaker Honor Roll
members, 25th
Anniversary
Celebration
lA:-H Club leaders on
Honor Roll, 25th
Anniversary Celebra-
tion.
L
Sunnyside ond Avra
Del Sol Honor Members,
25th Anniversary
Celebration.
